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WHOLE NUMBER. 2354.
T H E “ H O M E ,P A P E R " OF T H E MTDDT.E SECTION OF PBOSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

ABOUT TOWN NOTES.

THE DEATH ROLL.

APPOINTED ACTING POSTMAS

MINERS GO ON STRIKE.
SIGNS OF DROP IN COST OF
|IARD COAL AWARD APPROVED
TER FOR COLLEGEVILLE.
—Boys and girls,
Mrs. Annie Wagner, foriMrly of
NEWS FROM TRAPPE.
Shamokin, Pa., Aug. 31.—Bear Val
COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS.
NECESSITIES.
BY
PRESIDENT
WILSON
917
Green
street,
Norristown,Niied
on
ley
colliery,
ope
of
the
largest
and
—Back to books
Mr. F. W. Scheüren has been ap
Monday at the home of her son-in-law pointed acting postmaster for Col
Miss
Rose
Mignogna
has
returned
Washington,
D.
C.,
Aug.
30—
Busi
More than 2700 pupils attended the
richest coal mines operate^ by the
Washington, D. C., Aug. 30.—Presi home after spending a week’s vacation
—Next Tuesday morning!
M. B. Sehrack, Trappe. Deceased was legeville by the First-Assistant Post Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron ness and industrial conditions during
reopening
of the Pottstown public
dent
Wilson
to-day
approved
the
ma
Mr. and Mrs. John Freed and Mr. the widow of the late Addison Wagner master General at Washington. The Company in the anthracite region, was the remainder of the calendar year jority report of the Anthracite Coal in New York city, N. Y.
schools.
of
Norristown.
Two
children
sur
will
be
marked
by
a
“definite
trend
and Mrs. Roy Wanner motored to
appointment was made on Saturday to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schatz, of
The work of assessing Reading wo
vive—Mrs. Schrack and John Wagner, fill the vacancy caused by the death of forced to suspend operation to-day to a somewhat lower level of prices,” Commission, , awarding anthracite Reading, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Crystal Cave, Sunday afternoon.
when employees failed to report for
miners
wage
increases,
aggregating
men is progressing rapidly, and more
treasurer of the Norristown School former postmaster Geo. W. Yost. Mr. work.
according to a semi-annaul ‘report $85,000,000, and notified the miners’ Mrs. N. C. Schatz and family.
Mrs. S. Seeman, Miss L.' Peter, and Board. The funeral will be held this
than 600 have been enrolled..
Leading miñe workers refused to upon crops and business given out to that he expected them “to accept the
Mr. L. Barr of Reading were the week (Thursday) afternoon. All services Scheuren will make the necessary
Rev. S. M. Hench supplied the pul
day
by
the
United
States
Chamber
of
James N. Kramer, 52 years old, of
preparations
to
pass
the
civil
service
call it a strike, declaring that they
award and carry it into effect in good pit at the Church of the Ascension
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. George H. at the house at 1.30. Interment in
Reading,
was instantly killed and his
examination and receive the appoint were merely taking a “vacation” as an Commerce. The committee Which pre faith.” Replying to threats from the Norristown,,
Barkmire.
on Sunday.
Riverside cemetery; undertaker, F. W, ment of permanent postmaster for evidence of th%ir disapproval of the pared the report added the general
wife, Julia, 56 fatally injured when
miners that they would stop work
Shalkop.
Miss Helen Rankin has returned to/
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Tyson en their automobile upset near Easton.
Collegeville. The P. 0. Department 17 percent, wage award of President financial opinion in the county was September 1 unless the minority re
her home after spending a month in
at Washington has made no mistake Wilson’s; Coal Commission. They as that the readjustment would be ac port of the Commission, recommend tertained Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Landes
While riding a bicycle, an 8-year-old
Maine.
“FREE ADVERTISING.”
in appointing Mr. Scheuren. He sert that the men will not return until complished without “financial disor ing a higher award than provided in and family, of Yerkes, on Sunday.
son of Thomas Tobin, of Pottstown,
der
or
any
sudden
economic
calam
has
the
full
confidence
of
the
en
assured of higher wages than is pro
the majority report were accepted,
Jacob Ottinger, of Spring City,
If the Independent had announced
The Rev. I. B. Kurtz, of Pottstown was run into by a taxicab and severely
ity.”
the President stated definitely that spent Sunday with Rev. and Mrs. W injured.
spent several days with Mr. and Mrs. last week that the residents of Col- ti^e community and will/ do his best vided in the commission’s award.
Tight money, unrest of labor, and the majority award would not be set O'. Fegely and family.
Brower Ottinger.
legeville, were in very large part good in the performance of his official Twelve hundred men are affected by
Falling from a new building where
loosened bonds in son^e phase of social aside.
duties.
.
,
the “vacation” walkout.
and
law-abiding
citizens
and
that
all
Miss Elizabeth Bush visited Mrs.
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Welling he was employed, Raymond Sandt, of
The efficient help, in the post office
All other mining operation in this life, the Russian-Poland war and the
The
majority
report
of
the
commis
the
transient
inhabitants
of
the
town
Wm. S. Allen over the week end.
high cost of necessities are enumer
ton Hatfield and family entertained Allentown, was instantly killed.
were models of virtue and sobriety, of Rev. Wm. Y. Yenser and Hubert end of the region continued in opera ated ^as disturbing business factors. sion, signed by W. O. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hoyer, of Lintion to-day, although the situation was
Master James Pardee spent the not a single county or city newspaper Yost, will be retained.
pesident of #Ohio State University,
When an oil stove exploded at her
week end with Billy Miller.
admittedly acute. Union officials are \but in the opinion of the committee representative of the public and chair field, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Reppert home, at Coatesville, Mps. J. Edgar
would have afforded space for the
and family, of Zieglersville, Mr. and was badly burned about the hands and
there is no need for the country to be
Master Harry Umstead is enjoying statement. Not so, respecting the WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE FINALLY endeavoring to check the so-called come panicky over any of these mat man, and by W. L. Connell, of Scran Mrs. Ralph Clemmens and Mrs. John arms.
“vacations’
movement
and
are
urging
ton,
Pa.,
representing
the
Operators,
Independent’s
appeal
of
August
26
to
a week’s vacation with his grand
the miners to remain at work,-pending ters.
granted wage increases of 20 and .17 Gebert, of Pennsburg.
WON.
mother, Mrs. Kate Umstead, at the boough authorities of Collegeville,
Pickpockets in Allentown robbed
_“Amid all the cross-currents and ed ■per cent, above the present wage
efforts
of
leaders
to
reopen
wage
ne
Mrs. Jacob Bitner has returned Harold Baumer, of Bethlehem, of $95
because of the vulgarly hilarous and
Schwenksville.
dies
of
the
industrial
situation
a
defi
Washington,
Aug.
26.—Suffrage
for
gotiations with the operators.
scale. The 20 per cent, wage increase home after spending a week in At and his .gold watch.
indecent behavior of “foreigners” in
Mrs. Nevin Renninger visited her the lower end. The article was, re women became an actuality to-day
Union delegates representing 10,000 nite trend seems to be slowly develop was awarded contract miners and the lantic City.
ing toward a gradually increasing
parents in Schwenksville, last week.
Robert Fatpinger, of Allentown,
ferred to (sensationally supplemented when Secretary of State Colby signed anthracite miners in the Shamokin gain of supply upon demand and a advance of 17 per cent, was recom
Mrs. Kohler, of Cleveland, Ohio, ife
Miss Flora Fry, of Philadelphia, is in some instances) by quite a number a proclamation of the 19th amend field, meeting here to-night, voted somewhat lower level of pricë,” the mended for company miners, monthly visiting her sister, Miss Elmira T. was instantly killed by a fast train
on the Reading near Alburtis.
spending some time with her grand of newspapers of the county and Phil ment to the constitution. The procla unanimously to walk out as a protest committee reported. “Here and there men, miners’ laborers and considéra Miller.
mother,' Mrs. Emily Lachn^an.
adelphia. It even received attention mation of the amendment, giving the against the Coal Commission’s wage mills have' shut down. Here and there tion .miners.
Foxes have killed more than 100
Vote to women, followed receipt of a award. Leaders of the insurgent
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stearly spent
Neal J. Ferry, of McAdoo, Pa., rep
Misses Anna and Sara Moyer, of in the New York Times. Unsavory, certificate of ratification of the miners, following the meeting, de they are running on reduced time. It resenting the miners, whose minority the week end visiting relatives in New fowls belonging to Jesse Esbin and
Jom Armstrong, of West Goshen.
this borough, and Sara and Katherine sensational advertising, all free! The amendment by the Tennessee legisla clared that every uniop mine worker is a scattered and local matter, rather report the workers in district meet York city, N. Y.
Allebach, of Creamery, are enjoying perverse side of mankind ifc thus ture, and brought to a conclusion one would be called out, including pump than a general proposition.
A flock of chickens on the place of
ings have indorsed, recommended !
freely and extensively pictured while
ar*d Mrs. Guy Johnson visited William I. Hall, West Bradford, ate
the week in Hamden, Conn.
“The automobile industry seems to minimum wage of $6 a day for adult
of
the
longest
and
most
bitter
legisla
men,
firemen
and
engineers.
The
in Norristown on Sunday.
the other and good side receives
all the cucumbers from a large patch
tive fights in the history of the United strike is to go into effect to-morrow. be headed toward somewhat lessened day laborers and an increase of 31
Mr. Henry K. Bean, of Harleys- sparse attention.
output.
Also
the
jewelry
business
in
States.
Misses Ruth and Martha Miller and ruined the crop in a single day.
The action of the miners was taken
per cent, for contract workers.
ville, visited Mr. and Mrs. John C.
The appeal of last week was reluc
Secretary Colby arriving at the without the sanction of union leaders, New England is slowing down. Con
Blood poisoning from an infected
Godshall over the week end.
President Wilson’s reply, in part spent several days of last week in
tantly made. Nevertheless, it was
Atlantic City.
State
Department shortly before 10 who asserted to-night that the walk trariwise, paper mills are busy and follows :
finger of Mrs. N. G. Erb, of Bechtelsdeemed
necessary
and-,
what
was
not
Miss M. C. Baals and Master Rob
o’clock announced that he had signed out would not have the authorization full of order! Equally is this true of
“Any intimation that the anthracite
Mrs. Markely, of Schwenksville, viHe, necessitated amputation of the
ert Jones spent Friday in Norristown. ed respecting the conduct of foreign the suffrage proclantation at 8 o’clock of the official union, organization.
the metal lines.
mine workers will refuse to work un visite'd Mr. and Mrs. John Nace on digit.
ers in the lower quarter of College
“Whether mining is busy and pros der the award because it does not; Sunday.
Tamaqua, Pa., Aug. 31.—Dissatis
Miss May Kratz, of Norristown, ville, applies with equal pertinency to this morning at his home.
Samuel C. Shallcross, aged 56, died
A delegation^ of suffrage leaders faction over the wage award of only perous, or the reverse, depends upon grant them, all that they had expect
spent Sunday with Miss Kratz.
suddenly at the home of George Wolfe
other sections of the Perkiomen val
Mrs.
Ella
Wisler,
of
Pottstown,
is
the
nature
of
the
metal.
Gold
mining
Dr. and Mis. Tower and daughters ley where the exhibition of indecency were waiting at the State Depart 17 per cent, increase caused ,the em still suffers from high cost of produc ed is a reflection upon^the sincerity spending some ' time with Mr. and in Conshohocken, where he was visit
ing.
of attire and of vulgarity of speech ment when Secretary Colby arrived. ployees at the Lehigh Coal and Navi tion and the stationary price of gold. of the men who constitute the back Mrs. Walter Stearly and family.
spent Thursday at Sanatoga Park.
The
Secretary
immediately
informed
gation
Company
Colliery
No.
1
1
to
bone
of
the
coinmunity
in
which
they
More ttiaa, 15,000 person attended
of some transient boarders from Phil
Silver mining feels the effect of the
Miss Mary Fox and Mrs. Cardwell adelphia
Mr. and Mrs. J ; Leidy Anders and the fifty-seventh annual anniversary
Collective bargaining would
and elsewhere is quite indie them that the suffrage proclamation quit work this morning, making 1130 decline in the price of silyer. The live.
visited relatives in Port Kennedy on
had been signed, and their enthusiasm men idle. Coupled with the strike at
soon 'cease to exist in industrial af family have returned to their home day exercises at the Bethany Orphans’
Saturday.
, ative of rottenness in modem) civili was somewhat dampened by the fact No. 6 colliery and. auxiliaries, this price of zinc is low and the demand fairs if contracts solemnly entered m Norristown after spending- a six Home
at Womelsdorf.
zation. It is admitted that it is easy
not
equal
to
the
possibilities
of
supply,
Misses Edna Esray and Bertha to call on the authorities of College that they had not been permitted to makes more than 3000 now idle in the ead is higher because of increased de into can be set aside by either party weeks’ vacation with Mr. and Mrs.
Eighty
barrels of spoiled potatoes
Panther Creek Valley, and it is ex
whenever it will deem to do so. I am Edwin Johnson.
Davis, of Philadelphia, are spending ville to intervene and quite another be pesent at. the signing.
were
moved
to the Reading garbage
mand.
Copper
is
dull
because
of
a
pected that other collieries in the dis
»sure that the miners themselves would
SUFFRAGE CHRONOLOGY.
the week with Mr. and Mrs. George H. m atter to practically eliminate- such
Mrs. William Kennedy and daugh plant by a commission merchant.
supply npt yet disposed of. roh min vigorously protest against the in
trict,
contrary
to
the
instructions
of
Backmire.
1777—First American suffragette;
portions of the foreign population of
Charles Glasser, 13 years old, of Al
the mine leaders, will suspend to-mor ing is good. Phosphate mines in the junction of the act if the President at- ter, Dorothy, of Phoenixville, spent
South are doing well after* many lean tempted'to set aside the award of the thé week end with Mrs. Kennedy’s lentown, died of lockjaw, resulting
Miss Bowler, of Philadelphia, spent the town in summer time as reflect Abigail Adams, wife of John Adams, row, so gfeat is the unrest.
sister, Miss Clara E. Miller.
from a splinter piercing his finger.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Hun- the baser elements in human nature afterwards Second President.
Mahanoy City, Pa., Aug. 31.—Miné years.
Commission because the operators had
1848—First woman’s rights con
But the writer has reason to assume
sicker.
“Contraction in financial credits has protested against it.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Josiah
Walt,
of
Roy
workers
in
the
Mahanoy
district
voted
that the respected officials of Col vention, Seneca Falls, N. Y., arranged
GET AN EDUCATION.
“May I add that I am personally ersford, visited Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dewane enter legeville will in due time cope with by Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth Cady Unanimously at a mass-meeting to put ‘wildeatting’ in the oil regions out
night not to report for work at the of business, which, makes business and officially interested in promoting Walt on Sunday.
tained Mrs. Alice Doughtery and her the situation, and that when another Stanton.
First
and last, ,our advice to scouts
there dull because supplies fo drilling the welfare of every man who has to
brother, Miss Sara MacDonnall, Lil season comes it will be risky business
Mr. Allen Harley has returned to is to get the best obtainable educa
1848—To civil war, Susan B. An colleries to-morrow morning. The oil wells are no longer called for.
resolution as passed includes pump
work for a living. Every influence Newark, Delaware, where he will're tion, both general and technical,” says
lian Flynn and Pauline Snyder, of for foreigners to spread themselves thony became suffragist leader.
“Construction and building have
Philadelphia, and George Hare, of on this side of Perkiomen Bridge with
1872—Miss Anthony tried to vote. men,' firemen and enginers, as well as slowed down because of high prices my administration has been able to Sume his studies at the school of ag a vocational article which appears in
mine workers. The action was taken
exert has been exercised to improve riculture,
Trappe, on Sunday. their exhibitions of drunkenness, mid Arrested but not jailed.
the September number of Boys’ Life,
and scarcity of both labor and ma the standards of ; living of the na
1875—Miss Anthony drafted suf in the face of advice from union lead terials.
Misses Gertrude Bauer and Mar night racquets, vulgarities, and im
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Richard, of the Boy Scout Magazine. “The edu
ers
to
take
no
action
until
the
scale
tion’s
workingmen
and
women,
with
frage amendment reading: “The right
garet Gottshalk were the« guests of moralities.
• “Coal mining, as usual has its flock
Wyncote, spent Sunday with Mr cated man, as Carlyle tells us, works
of citizens of the United States to committee had acted on the Coal Com of troubles—strikes and lack of cars out doing any injustice to other por and, Mrs. Abraham Bradford.
with a strength borrowed from all
Miss Scholl, in Green Lane, on Sat
missions’s award, at its meeting at
tions of our people. A large part of
vote
shall
not
be
denied
or
abridged
past
ages. The ‘University of hard
urday. 1
being
the
principal
ones.
PUBLIC SCHOOL NOTES.
the domestic fuel of the Eastern
service will be held in knocks and practical experience’ has
by the United States or by any state Hazleton, to-morrow. Fully 4000 mine
“The promise now, and it is almost States is dependent upon the contin thePreaching
workers
were
in
attendance
at
the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Smiley and
United Evangelical church on its advantages as a training school
A very interesting and profitable on account of sex.”
meeting. Reports from the Shenan fulfilled, is for 3,000,Q00,000 bushels ued operation of the anthracite coal Sunday, September 5, 10 a. m.; Sun but
family and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cro- teachers’ meeting was held in the
1878—Amendment introduced
its courses need to be generously
of
com,
800,000,000
bushels
of
wheat,
necker moved into Mr. •Clamer’s new office of the new principal, Mr. Sei- Senate by Senator Sargent, of Cali doah district indicate that the men
mines. Any prolonged stoppage of day school at 9 .a. m.; C. E. on Sat
both winter and spring, and for a cot production y/ill mean hardships and urday at 7.45 p. m. Everybody wel supplemented by other more special
will
report
for
work
as
usual
to
houses on Glenwood avenue.
ized means of education. Skill in
verling, on Friday, August 27. Upon •tfornia.
ton yield of about 12,500,000 bales. suffering to many people, including come.
morrow.
1912— Women had won right to vote
the use of the hands only will never
Mr. Louis Hollis and children, of the recommendation of the school
Cotton,
however,
is
not
a
safe
reckon
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Aug. \ 31.—The
Philadelphia, visited M. C. Baals on board, it was decided to call schoo' in nine states: Wyoming, Colorado anthracite mine labor outlook is any ing as yet. There will be more oats millions of wage-workers and their
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Merry, Mr. and make more than a good workman.
families. If your communication, de Mrs. Arlington Moyer, and Mr. Otto Men rise only in proportion as their
Utah,
Idaho,
Washington,
California,
Thursday.
at 8.30 a. m. instead of 8.45 âs has’
,
than
last
year,
and
more
tobacco,
thing but bright to-night. With the
claring your intention to refrain from
Kansas, Arizona, Oregon.
brains are alert, active and trained.
Mrs. Chas. Wenhold spent Sunday been done heretofore. Parents and
rank and many of the file of the Uni which is everywhere good; more po wprking unless I set aside the award Moyer, of Royersford; Mr. and Mrs.
“To learn more is to earn more, and
1913—
National
Woman’s
party
or
pupils,
please
take
notice.
It
was
also
tatoes, more rice, about the largest of the Anthracite Coal Commission on James Campbell, of Pitney, N. -J.;
in Royersford.
ted
Mine
Workers
of
America
ready
,
not only that, to learn more is to be
agreed upon that pupils shall be ganized.
Mrs.
Josephine
Moyer,
Mr.
and
Mrs!
crop
on
record;
more
sugar,
both
cane
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Miller are graded for their work in vocal music
1917—President Wilson announced to stand by the organization’s pledge and beet, and especially a hay crop or before September 1 , 1920, is intend Robert Moyer and family, Mrs. Bertha more, to count for more, to yourself
to President Wilson, there is equal
ed as a threat, you can. rest assured
spending their vacation in Atlantic same as in their other studies and in favor of the federal amendment.
ad the community—no small considr
determination in the ranks of the in of such proportions as should have a that your challenge will be accepted, Kratz, and Misses, Blanche and Sarah eration for a scout.
City.
1917—White
House
picketed.
Be
that efficient work in this subject shall
Kratz,
of
Collegeville,
were
entertain
marked
effect
in
reducing
the
cost
of
surgents not tcraccept the award with
and that the people of the Unitèd ed by Mr. and Mrs. George W. Rambo
The necessity for education has in
Mr. Carl Urban, /of Philadelphia entitle them to credit equal to at least tween 400 and 500 women arrested.
out a protest in the form of a waikout. livestock and of dairy1 and poultry States will find some Substitute fviel on
creased and. will continue to increase
Sunday.
1919—
House
passed
amendment
in
one-half
of
one
unit,
the
number
ot
products.
spent Sunday with his sister, Mrs
The
insurgents
will
meet
here
to
to tide them over until the real senti
with the advance in the complexity of
units of work necessary for gradua May, and Senate in June with two morrow to vote on a strike. Dele
“Fqm every State and every section ment of the anthracite mine workers
Carl Bechtell
The Boy Scouts Troop No. 1 hiked the process of civilization. Because
tion being eighteen. The question of votes to spare.
comes, the complaint of the lack of can find expression and they are ready to Areola, where they camped for two
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Bortz enter penmanship came up for considera
of the unparalleled progress in. the
1920— August 18, Tennessee becamegates from all districts of the anthra
tained on Sunday Mr. and Mrs. A. R. tion. The concensus of opinion was the thirty-sixth state to ratify Fed cite field are erpected to be present cars as the greatest of all handicaps to abide by the obligations they have days last week, under the direction of arts and sciences during the past fifty
to
the
transaction
of
business
and
one
and according to reliable reports hun
the scoutmaster, Rev. W. O. Fegely. years the need for education has in a
entered into.
Miller, of Philadelphia, and Mr. and that some plan should be adopted by era! amendment.
of the moving causes of the continu
“You are, therefore, advised that I
Mrs. John Nace, of Trappe.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Moer and Miss generation multiplied many fold. For
1920—August 26, Secretary of State dreds of men in all sections are ready ance of high pices.”
which the hand writing of the boys
to lay down their tools and quit work
cannot, and' will not,' set aside the Florence Fegely have been appointed example, a century ago a transporta
Colby issued national proclamation of if
Miss Ruth Walt is on a transconti and girls may be improved.
a strike is ordered.
judgment of the Commission, and I delegates from Augustus Lutheran tion system was little more than a
Mr; Seiverling is of the opinion woman’s suffrage amendment.
nental trip to California, Oregon and
On the other hand, thousands of
shall expect the anthracite mine work Sunday School to attend the annual wagon and a driver who knew the
1920
CENSUS
FIGURES.
Result:
26,833,566
women
made
that
a
high
school
paper
should
be
' Washington. She will be gone six
loyal unionists are preparing to stand
ers to accept the award and carry it convention of the schools of the Nor ^oad. Now, in handling a problem of
started. > He thinks that the high eligible to vote in alb elections.
weeks.
Montgomery
county’s
population,
at
by the organization.
into effect in good faith.”
ristown Confernce to be held in Em tranportation, experts in traffic must
.present, according to the preliminary
Dr. and Mrs. S. D. Cornish and chil school paper has boundless oppor
manuel Lutheran church, Souderton, first determine whether a road in that
tunities
to
further
the
best
interests
figures
announced
by
the
Census
Bu
POWER
FARMING
DEMONSTRA
dren and Prof, and Mrs. Paul A. of the school. That its powers are
ANSWERS TO HEALTH SCHOOL reau, is 199,310.
on Labor Day.' There will be three place will be worth while, and what
THE
CIDER
PROBLEM.
Mertz and children attended the limited only by, the ability of those
TION.
sessions beginning at 10 a. m. One kind of road will be most economical
QUESTIÓNS.
This is an increase of 29,720, or
Harrisburg, Pa., August 29.—Farm of the timely and central subjects to and efficient; experts in finance must
anniversary at Bethany Orphans’ directing it to grasp the importance
I. C. and M. C. Landes, of Yerkes,
17.5 per cent., over the population ac
Home at Womelsdorf.
Question 1—How can decay in teeth credited in 1910, at which time, the ers in Pennsylvania who grow their be considered is “Week Day Religious provide the tremendous sums needed
of their trust. It can unify the school will giye a power farming/ demon
own apples, may make their apples Instructions,” to be presented by Pro to build the road; civil engineers must
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ward, of Ger by discouraging dissension among stration on- the Adams farm, opposite be prevented ?
census gave this county a population
Answer—By cleaning them after of 169,590, or an increase over 1900 into cider and hold this cider until it fessor Ober Morning of the Potts lay it out; bridge engineers plan the
mantown, visited Mr. and Mrs. Wil the various classes of students and be the Henry K. Boyer school building,
has fermented into cider vinegar with town High School.
bridges; chemical, engineers test the
liam Rankin over the week end.
tween students and faculty; it can on Wednesday, September 8, from 1 eating.
of 30,595. It had been anticipated out securing any kind of a license or
materials; mills and factories with
Question
2—What
diseases
may
be
promote
a
healthy
pridg
by
empha
to 4 p. m. There will be four tractors
Annual Harvest Home services will scores of chemical experts make the
by some persons that the, population permit from the Federal prohibition
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Kemmerer vis
caused
by
decaying
teeth?
sizing the good in school life and de in operation, demonstrating plowing,
be held in Augustus Lutheran church rails, build the locomotives and steel
would reach the 225,000 mark, thus
ited the home of Mr.. J. P. Robison.
Answer—Rheumatism, heart dis enabling the next Legislature to es or internal revenue authorities.
nouncing the bad, it can promote re discing, culti-packer, and threshing.
on Sunday, September 5,
This
information
is
contained,
in
a
cars; and a host of traffic experts,
Misses Betty and Harriet Miller and spect for authority by not, treating The event will no doubt, attract a large ease and many other crippling forms tablish Montgomery county as a sep
letter to Director James Foust of the
On Sundayy evening about nine auditors, accountants, and specially
Master Billy Miller are spending sev lightly matters of discipline, it can number of farmers.
of sickness.
arate Congressional district.'
Bureau of Foods, Pennsylvania De o’clock two automobiles collided in trained managers and clerks, tele
eral days in Philadelphia.
Question 3—What action should
create a better taste by avoiding petty
The 1920 census figures for the var partment of Agriculture, from John F. front of the residence of Mr. Edwin graphers, engineers, conductors, and
school
boards,take.
gossip
and
personal
inanities.
Master Billy Erhman is spending
ious townships and booughs of Mont
Answer—Employ trained women to gomery county show that the perma Kramer, of Washington, D. C., Pro Johnson. The two machines were go- others keep the trains moving with
School work N
will begin next Tues BARN ROOF BLÖWN OFF—BULL
some time with his father, Mr. Wm.
Commissioner for the United 4ng in opposite directions. The one safety and with profit.”
clean teeth and map out conditions re nent resident population of the bor hibition
day morning, September 7.
Erhman, in Ne#v York.
States.
KILLED.
a Ford runabout driven by a College
quiring the care of a dentist.
ough of Collegeville is 681, an increase
Recently a number of technical and ville citizen going east on the left
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. "Miller enter
During the cyclonic storm, Tuesday
THE POLITE SANDPIPER.
“Measles” the subject of the next of 60 since 1910. It is probable that
A CYCLONIC STORM.
confusing rulings on the cider situa hand drive was considerably damaged
tained relatives at dinner on Sunday.
afternoon, the roof of the large barn lesson, is one of the common dis
Among scientists this sandpiper Is
Tuesday afternoon a cyclonic wind on.the Thomas farm, along the Skip- eases of childhood and as a rule, is the transient population approximates tion were issued from the prohibition but none of the occupants were in
Mr. and Mrs. James Munsey, of storm,
300.
enforcement offices at Washington. jured. There was every evidence that known as Helodromas Solitarius. He
accompanied by a heavy rain pack in Lower Providence, was blown little feared.
Norristown, and Miss Flora Hayes, of fall, swept over this section, t A large
Borough of Trappe—-412; 1910—381. These rulings were -confusing to the the car was driven by gasoline and has a straight, slender bill, with the
All told Pennsylvania had 45,710
Philadelphia, spent th l week end with tree on the Ursinus College'property off. Falling timber struck and killed
upper part groved.over half its length;
Upper Providence township—3,057; farmers and in many sections of Penn the steering whee^by alcohol.
a large bull.
cases of measles last year; 474 died. 1910—2,827.
Mr. and Mrs.. William Schwager.
the outer'tpil feathers and tail covers
sylvania farmers were permitting
was uprooted. In the vicinity of
Broncho-pneumonia, tuberculosis and
are white, barred with dusky bars;
Lower Providence township—2,221; their apples to rot on the ground,
Mr. and Mrs. Olan Waller and son, Eagleville a number of trees and tele
$45,000 Indemnity For Ursinus Man. he is also spotted and barred under
other ,distressing after effects fre 1910—1,790.
rather
than
take
chances
of
running
TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE.
of Wilmington, Del., spent Sunday phone poles were blown down, andquently follow in the wake of measles.
Dr. William Reinert, of Summit his wings and measures about seven
Limerick -township—2,400; 1910— afoùl of the prohibition laws by
with Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Miller,
considerable corn was leveled.
The sessions of the Montgomery
The disease is most transmissible 2,267.
Hill, Carbon county, Pa., was shot and and a half inches long. The solitary
making
cider
for
vinegar
purposes,
County Teachers’ Institute, are being in its early stages, hence the necessity
Perkiomen township—539; 1910— being under the impression that it killed by bandit soldiers in China and sandpiper breeds up in the norther*
Ice Cream Festival.
held at Norristown, this week, County for an early recognition and quaran 598.
REGISTRATION OF WOMEN
was* necessary to secure a license or the United States government has de part of the United States and with idle
tine.
Superintendent
Landis
presiding.
725
An ice cream festival will be held
manded $45,000 indemnity. Dr. Rein millionaires arid swells he goes down
Skippack township—1,195; 1910— permit.
VOTERS.
1,277.
by the O. of I. A. Baseball Club on teachers were enrolled Monday morn
ert was a graduate of Ursinus College, to the Gulf Coast to spend the winter.
Director
Foust
in
calling
on
the
At this writing (Tuesday); the as the corner of Fifth avenue and Main ing. Many of the teachers experi
farmers of the State to make their Collegeville, and also of the formerly The sand piper is a very polite bird.
sessors of the county are registering street, Collegeville, on Saturday even enced difficulty in obtaining hotel and SEPTEMBER CRIMINAL COURT.
surplus apples into cider vinegar, existing theological department of the As soon as he sees you he will salute
TWINS
82
YEARS
OLD.
the names of women who expect to ing, September 11. Ice cream, cakes, boarding house accommodations.
The pospects for a busy season of
points
out that by making the apples college. He was a missionary in by nodding his head. He seems to be
Participate in the casting of ballots in and candies and other good things will
criminal court, the week of September
Winsted, Conn., Aug. 31.—Philo and. into cider and storing this cider away China. The demand was made thru pound of the markings op the under
November. This sounds strange, but be on sale. There will be good band
13th, are in evidence, according to Milo Cleaveland, probably the oldest on their own remises until it becomes the American Legation in Pekin. Dr. side of his wings, for when he alights
Another Road Meeting.
It is true and quite right, too! As music to enliven the event.
the number of transcripts that have twins in Connecticut, celebrated their vinegar they may realize a good profit Reinert was killed, in the Reformed he will hold his long wings stetched
Another
road
meeting;
this
time
at
sessor M. W. Godshall is registering
been filed in the office of Clerk of the eighty-second birthday anniversary arid run no risk whatever of] vio Church compound, Lakeside, five miles upwards,,'so that one may gee and ad
Mont Clare Fire hall, will be held on Courts J. Cra\ro>rd Johnson.
the names of women of Collegeville
to-day by toiling in their respective lating .the prohibition laws. The from Yockow City, China, on June 13. mire the pretty markings before the
Thursday evening, September 3. All
personal.
at the Fire hall. He will be at the
Up to Monday justices of the peace garden. Milo, who lives in Plymouth, farmér may do this without securing
Mrs. Reinert, with her three chil wings slowly and gracefully fold upon
same.place for the same purpose from
Mrs. Sarah H. Longstreth, of Col citizens of Upper Providence town .and burgesses of the county have re has the best looking garden in that a permit of any kind.
dren arrived in San Francisco, Aug. his back, -and he interests himself in
ship
are
urged
to
be
present.
Efforts
®to 9 p . m to-morsow (Wednesday). legeville, was the guest of Mrs. Bertha
town, according to Plymouth people.
turned 41 transcripts.
In selling sweet cider, the farmer 11, and was expected to reach Phila the search of food.—Dan Beard in
Mrs." Godshall is acting as assistant M. Haines and Mrs. E. S. Moser at are being made to have the County
Included in the returns is that of Philo lives in Fulteville, town of runs a chance of selling a beverage delphia last week.
Boys’ Life for September.
Commissioners,
Senator
Boyd,
and
Montview, near Areola, one day last
assessor. And that’s quite proper.
Josephine Mandato, of Germantown, Litchfield, and was married only three containing more than onehalf of one
Representative Haldeman attend the who is charged' with the murder of years ago. He is a veteran of the civil
week.
CROP ACREAGE DECREASE.
AND HERE’S ANOTHER CHANCE.
meeting.
per cent, of alcohol, in which case, he
John Juliana, at Williams station, a War, having served in the Second is liable to fine! and imprisonment.
Entertained Friends.
t> t. u ,.
1
i The 1920 aggregate area of the ten
The Bureau of the Public Health
After Seven Years.
week ago. It is not thought, how Connecticut heavy artillery.
By holdmg his^cider instil it is vinegar, j major crops in this state; that is, Service at Washington wants scouts
Last Saturday afternoon Miss Grace
Frank Kearney, 40 years old, a cran- ever, that the woman will be tried be
The twins attended the annual re according
Mr.
H.
L.
Rosenberger,
a
native
of
to Director Foust, he runs
Saylor, of Collegeville, entertained a
rigger, was instantly killed when' fore November session.
union of the Cleaveland-Barker fam absolutely no risk and secures an ex winter wheat, spring wheat, corn rye, to do energetic work in a campaign to
number of her friends at cards in Upper Providence, and now of Mi- struck by a swinging plate of steel at
oats, buckwheat, barley, tobacco, po exterminate rats. Besides being out
ilies
in
Plymouth
Saturday,
which
was
There
has
been
no
return
made
in
honor of Miss Irene Lenderman, of canopy, Florida, is visiting among his the yard of the Sun Shipbuilding Com the* case of Augusto Pasquale, charged arranged in commemoration of their cellent return for his fruit and his tatoes and hay; according to estimates rageously destructive and of no good
labors. ■
Wilmington. First prize was won by old time northern friends. Mr. Rosen pany, Chester. J
made by the Bureau of Statistics, whatsoever, these pests play a large
with kidnapping, etc., in the Coughlin birthday. A feature of the reunion
Farmers desiring still further in Pennsplvania Department of Agricul part in the spread of the Bubonic
Miss Retta Scheuren and the second berger left for the southland 38 years
was
a
reading
of
a
geneology
of
the
abduction
case,
and
of
course,
he
will
For running his auto past a troney
formation on the cider situation ture, is 7,986,225 acres compared with plague which has alarmed authorities
Prize by Miss Leila Randall, of Phila- ago and his present tour, north is the
not be tried at the September session. Cleaveland family compiled by Roger
delpfcia. Refreshments were served. first in seven years. He is looking car at East Mauch Chunk while it was As a matter of fact he has not, as yet, Cleaveland, of Long Meadow, Mass. should write to John F. Kramer, Pro 8,173,843 acres in 1919. This is a de along the coast. There is perhaps no
well and prosperous.
discharging passengers, G. O. Shelly,
hibition Commissioner, Washington, cline of 186,618 acres, or approxi other single thing so destructive as
of Bethlehem, was fined $19.50 and had a hearing and committed for The line was traced back to the early D. C.
mately two and one-half per cent. rats. It is estimated that there is one
Notice.
court.
part
pf
the
seventeenth
century.
Elmer C. Weaver, superintendent of costs.
The farmers are getting back to the rat to each person in the United
Members of the Yearly Beneficial Zion Reformed Sunday school, at
The peach and apple crop In Berks
States, and that it costs each man, wo
Eighteen freight cars were derailed
Hugh E. Steele, of Birmingham, add to County And S ta t e ................... is tremendous, and the yield of the pre-war basis.
ssociation, of Collegeville, will please Emaus, Lehigh county, has not missed
man and child one-half cent a day
a
short
distance
east
of
Sinking
Chester
count,
has
discovered
among
Lightning struck and wrecked the John Rick and Snydèr, Frey and Rick
Place their books in the hands of the a session, nor been late a single Sun
Mrs. William Eisenhower, 82 years to support his rat, a total of $180,000,Spring when an engine Went down an his possessions a Bjble printed in Lon 40-foot smokestack of the Fries ice
secretary next Monday^vening.
orchards is estimated at 20,000 bas old and totally blind, was assessed as 000 a year. Why not get rid of your
day in 23 years.
embankment..
'
don in 1613.
cream plant at Reading.
kets.
a voter at Reading.
ra t? —September «Boys’ Life.

proach of fire
T rin ity, Reformed Ohuroh, Collegevllle,
other danger.
PINE STUMPS WORTH MONEY
5. A vehicle shall be equip Rev; W illiam S. Olapp, pastor, Services for
REGULATING THE USE OF PUBLIC pedSection
with lights and sound signals as next Sunday as follows: Sunday School at
HIGHWAYS
9 a. m. Two adult Bible classes, one tor men
Those Left In Cut-Over Lands Are In
prescribed by law.
Section 6. The driver of a vehicle and one for women. You are cordially In
Demand—Yield Many Valuable
BE IT ORDAINED AND ENACT carrying lights shall dim them when vited to join one of these classes. Ohnrch
Products.
ED by the Borough of Trappe, coun approaching or overtaking another at 10 a. m. Junior and Senior congregations
P U B L IS H E D
E V E R Y
T H U R S D A Y .
ty of Montgomery and State of Penn
worshipping together. Junior O. E„ 1.8
Increased demand for naval stores sylvania, and it is hereby ordained vehicle.
Section 7. Sound signals are pro p. m. Senior, O, E., 8.80 p. m. Church at
and a slight falling oft In the supply and enacted by authority of the same, hibited
except for necessary warning. 7.80 p, m. Services every Sunday evening
have together called attention to the th at the following regulations for the
at 7.80; short sermon and good m usic by
C O L L E G E V IL L E , MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA .
ARTICLE VI.
value of the stumps left In the fields use of the public highways be and the
the choir. A ll m ost cordially Invited,
SPEED.
In cut-over lands of the south. A same are hereby adopted.
Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe, Rev.
Washington letter of July 0 told of
Section T.v The speed of street cars W. O. F egley, pastor, Sunday School at 9
DEFINITIONS.
E. S. M O SER, E ditor a n d P ro p rie to r.
the result of Investigation by Clement
(a) The word “highway” shall shall not exceed fifteen miles per hour o ’clock: preaching at 10.15: E vening services
S. Ucker, vice president of the south mean the whole width from property and other vehicles shall not exceed at 7.20: Teachers’ m eeting on Wednesday
ern settlement and development or line to property line of any street, the rate of speed established by law evening.
St. L uke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
ganisation, In the South Atlantic, lane, alley, avenue, boulevard, viaduct, or ordinance and all shall proceed
great caution, especially in mak S. L. Messluger, D. D., pastor. Sunaay
Thursday, September 2 , 1 9 2 0 .
states, from which he learned that the bridge or other place intended, used, with
turns, in crossing other streets School at 8.46 a. m. Preaching a t 10 a. m.
stumps left In the fields do not die or set apart for the public, including ing
and cross-walks and in passing other and 7.46 p. m. M eeting o f th e Junior
with the cutting down of the tree, but, sidewalks, curb, street and other in vehicles.
League at 2 p. m. M eeting of the H eidel
/
,
on the contrary, continue to draw from tervening space therein.
Section 2. A vehicle shall not cross berg League at 7. p. m. Bible Study
For the Independent.
(b)
The
term
“street”
shall
apply
the soil sap rich with the elements of
sidewalk at an alley, or driveway, m eeting on W ednesday evening at 8.00
to that part of a public highway in aexcept
“ ODE TO G R A N IT E W A L L S ;”
,
naval stores.
very slowly and with great o ’clock. A ll are m ost cordially Invited to
tended
for
vehicles.
attend the services
caution.
From these old stumps may be dis
(c)
The
term
“curb”
shall
apply
So, this then is the Mansion of ray Creed,
ARTICLE VII.
St. Jam es’ church, Perklom en, Norman
tilled some twenty-or twenty-five dif to the boundaries of a street.
This towering Granite Mountain, wherein I plead.
ferent by-products, including .rosin, ' (d) The terfn “horse” shall apply RESTRICTIONS IN REGARD TO Stookett, Rector : 10 a. m„ H oly Com
munion, 10.80 a, m„ M orning Prayer. 2.80
turpentine, pine and other oils, acetate, to any draft animal or beast of bur
VEHICLES.
p. m i Sunday School.
tar, pitch, alcohol and others. • By oiw den.
At the Golden Altar we bo* to lay our burdens down,
Section 1. A vehicle’s use is proSt. Clare’s Church, Roman Catholic. Mass
(e)
,
The
term
“vehicle”
shall
apply
process
rosin
and
paper
pulp
may
be
hibted
when
so
constructed,
enclosed,
Humbly receiving with blindness a Heavy, Thorny Crown.
Collegevllle every Sunday at. 8 a. m .; at
You will be surprised and pleased at the wonder
procured. Other processes leave a to a horse, and to any conveyance, ex- equipped, or loaded as to be danger at
Green Lane at 9.80, and at East G reenville
residue of valuable charcoa^ It seems 6ept an invalid’s chair or child’s con ous, retard traffic, or prevent the at 10 a. m.: W illiam A. Buesser, Rector,
B e l l a N e w m a n n Z il b e r m a n ,
ful garments for women that we are showing this fall.
driver from having a view" sufficient
that the destruction by fire of .these veyance.
Evansburg M. E. Church.—Sunday School
33 Argyle Road, Brooklyn, N. Y .
(f) The term “street car” shall for safety.
stumps In the clearing up of the land
9.80 a. m. Preaching at 10.80 a. m. and 7.80
Section 2. A vehicle’s use is pro at
T hey are tailored *in the best way possible, and
Is uneconomical. They can be sold for apply to any conveyance confined to
p, m. Prayer m eeting, W ednesday evening.
tracks«
hibited
when
so
loaded
with
iron
or
enough to pay for the clearing and
Episcopal
Church:
St.
P
aul’s
Memorial.
(g)
t
The
term
“driver”
shall
ap
while they may seem extreme, you will find them
material as to create loud noises
SE P A R A T E PEA C E.
leave a surplus, so that we may yet ply to the rider, driver or leader of other
Oaks, the R ev’d Caleb Ores&on, Rector.
while
in
transit.
see manufacturers of naval stores bar a horse, to a person who pushes,
very practical.
Section 3. A vehicle when loaded Sunday Services—9.00 a. m.. 10.46 a. m„
Last week in Chicago, the German-Atnerican National Con- gaining with the owners of cut-over draws,
propels, operates, or who is with any material extending beyond 7.46 p. m, W eekdays, 8.80 a, m„ 12 and 6 p, m.
Everybody
welcome.
The
Rector
residing
In
1 its rear shall be provided with a red
ference adopted a resolution pledging^ its support to the Republican land for the stumps upon It and ex in charge of a vehicle.
T he prices are some lower than they were last
(h) The term “parked” shall ap flag by day and a red light at night the rectory at Oaks P. O. Pa., B ell ’phone
tracting them themselves.
Phoenixvllle
5-^6-J
1-1
gladly
responds
when
ply to a waiting vehicle and to_ wait on the extreme rear end of such load.
spring, but the quality of our garments are just as
candidate, for President, as follows:
ing vehicles drawn up alongside of
Section 4. A vehicle unless con his m inistrations are desired. Send your
e and address for parish paper, St.
Remember, ?e never sacrifice quality
In view of certain enlightened statements in Senator Harding’s GIVE 'COLOR TO LANDSCAPE one another Hot parallel to the curb, fined to tracks shall not tow more nam
good as ever
than one other vehicle and the con Paul’s E pistle, for free distribution.
ARTICLE I.
speech of acceptance and ip his subsequent utterances ^pressing h s Though the Daisies Grow Like Weed«»
M ennonlte Brethren In Christ, Graterfor price.
Section 1 .' The public highways of nection shall be not longer than six- ford,
Rev. R. W. Dlckert, Pastor. Sunday
They Have a Beauty Too Lit.
uiH^erable opposition * the
this borough are hereby declared, to teen feet» *
Section 5. A motor vehicle left School at 9.16 a. m .; preaching at 10.16 a.
tie Appreciated.
foreign policy of the present Administration,
- , <- We are showing them earlier than usual, because
be for the common use of the traveling
standing
‘(without operator in 'charge) m. t|very Sunday. E very other Sunday
public except ii\ so far as the same
g p X i e v it ó .transpire, regart it as our duty to support the
preaching
In
the
evening
at
7.80
o
’clock.
we feel that you should look around before you buy,
They lift their heads to heaven, may be restricted herein or by other shall be efficiently locked and its E very other Sunday evening at Harleys-!
Republican candidate.
j
seeking to mingle with the stars mil proper municipal action. No person emergency brake set.
vllle.
and all we ask is your inspection and , then^ a just
Section 6. No one less than eight
Quite natural. A conference saturated with sympathy for Ger lions of them, scattered in wild profu shall place or cause to be placed any een years of age shall drive a vehicle River Brethren, Graterford. Preaching
sion over meadow and pasture land. obstruction above, upon or under any intended for commercial purposes.
comparison with garments found elsewhere.
at 7.80 p. m.
many would hardly be expected not to hail with joy a ‘ «separate Men walk oh them, tramp them down— public highway, except upofi the con
Section 7. No one shall ride upon Graterford Chapel. Preaching at 7.80 p. m<
sent
and
subject
to
such
conditions
but they rise again, serene, confident,
peace” between the United States and Germany. The League of searching the light which gives them as this borough may impose, and then any vehicle without the driver’s con
at the risk and responsibility qf such sent nor with any part of his body
protruding therefrom.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Nations and treaty of peace is not to the liking of those who would be life.
person.
Section 8. Coasting is prohibited
Daisies! Our fields are full of them,
Section 2. No person shall place or
quite well satisfied to have Germany escape just consequences result From afar their white heads give color throw, or cause or permit to be placed on sidewalks and on all streets except ^
Z. A N D E R S , M. D .,
such as are so designated.
ing from the heartless iniquities of German autocracy. There is to the landscape. Their yellow cen or thrown, any glass, metal, refuse
Section 9. The use of a motor muf
Practising Physician,
tered blossoms, blown by the wind or other substances or material?, upon
fler cut-out is prohibited.
naught the matter with the treaty of peace, as embodied in the wave obeisance to the day knd, by any highway.'
Successor to S. B. H orning, M» D„
Section
10.
Dense
smoke
from
mo
their graceful beckoning, invite us to
'
COLLEGE VILLE, PA.
ARTICLE II.
tors is prohibited.
League of Nations, and the United States Government will be thrice take them home.
Section .11. N person shall operate Telephone in office, Office hours u n til 9
PASSING, TURNING, KEEPING
a.
m.
12-26
Daisies! Our empty vases call for
a vehicle across or upon any sidewalk
faithless to honor and to sacred duty if it fails to co-operate with its
TO THE RIGHT, BACKING
except at an alley or driveway for the
them; our umbrella stands, our jardt
AND FOLLOWING
J . S. M ILLEf-lt
former allies (in war) in the enforcement of the stipulations nieres, yearn for their beautiful
purpose of ingress or egress.
Section i. A vehicle meeting an
blooms.
And
they
are
so
near
to
us,
so
ARTICLE VIII.
of that treaty. The frightful slaughter of American boys, the crip
shall pass to the right.
Homeopathic Physician
easy to get, that It seems a pity to other
CONTROL, TREATMENT AND
Section 2. A vehicle overtaking an
pling of American boys, the wails of surviving wives, mothers and waste their beauty In an unfrequented
OOLLEGEVILLE,
PA. Office hours u n til
other shall pass to the left and not
CONDITION OF HORSES.
fathers, and all the wretchedness and misery of war (as affecting the field.
10 a. m. ; 12 to 2, and 6 to 8 p. m.
pull over to the right urltil entirely
Section
1.
A
horse
shall
not
be
un
them for the house, for the office, clear of it; except in overtaking a bridled, nor left unattended in a street
Bell ’phone, 52: U nited, 56,
2-20
United States) were the logical resultants of the war of autocracy to Get
wear. Even though like weeds they street car, not discharging or receiv or unenclosed space without being se
upon all that is humane, rightful,, honorable, and decent in civili grow, God’s love shines from their ing passengers, when it shall pass to curely fastened, unless harnessed to j j ’ A . K R U S E N , M . D ..
faces’ and blesses the comer they fill the right if space permits.
a Vehicle with wheels, so secured as
zation. And now to propose a separate peace with Germany
“ T h e B e tte r P lace to S h o w .”
NORRISTOWN. PA.
Section 3. A vehicle turning mto to prevent its being dragged faster
—Toledo Blade.
a street to the right shall turn the than a walk.
OFFICE: BOYER ARCADE. H ovbs:
Which virtually means a withdrawal from the League of Nations, a
8to 9, 2 to 8, 7 to 8. Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
pomer as near the right-hand curb as
Section 2. A driver shall contin Day phone, Boyer Areade, B ell 1170.
Huns Polluted Interned Ghips.
selfish, skulking separation of this nation from its former allies in
uously
hold
the
reins
in
his
hands
N ig h t phone: Residence, 1218 W . Main
The condition of the Interned ships, P Section 4. A vehicle turning into a
war, an utterly selfish disregard for the peace of the world and a
riding, driving, or leading a St.. B ell 716.
after their German custodians had left, street to the left shall pass around while
horse.
base and inhuman disregard for the sacrifice of American was something Indescribable; they re the point of intersection of the two
Section 3. No one shall over-load,
s . D . C O R N IS H .
HEADQUARTERS IN NORRISTOWN FOR
blood ! The proposition reeks with putrid partisan politics and the fleeted great discredit upon German streets, but if so directed by the traffic over-drive, over-ride, ill treat or un
seamanship, for It would have been officer it- shall pass in front of in necessarily whip any horse.
DENTIST,
pestiferous stench of the lowest form of human selfishness gone Impossible for any people Which really stead of around the point of inter
Section 4. No one shall crack or
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
section.
•
.
.
.a whip as to excite any horse
raving mad J “ A separate peace with Germany” would in effect be loved ships to permit them to deterio
Section 5. A vehicle crossing f«>m use
First-class workmanship guaranteed. Gas
other
than
that
which
he
is
using,
or
rate
as
had
these
vessels
and
to
become
adm inistered. Prices reasonable.
one side of the street to the ^other
monumental evidence of national ingratitude and shame, and worse
Complete assortment of all lines at lowest prices from which to
such cesspools of filth, ,says Rear shall do so by turning around in the so as to annoy, interfere with or en K eystone ’phone No. 81. B ell ’phone 27-Y.
danger any person.
mnVe selections. Varieties and qualities to meet all the requirements
than a disgraceful heritage inflicted upon succeeding generations of Admiral William S. Sims In the direction the traffic is» going.
Section 5. No one shall use a horse r j R , f r a n k b r a n d r e t h .
of our patrons.
Section 6. A vehicle shall keep as
World’s Work for July.
American men add women !
it is fit for its work, free from
For three years the Germans had near as practicable to the right hand unless
Workmen’s Headquarters for HOSIERY, SHIRTS, COLLARS, SUS
lameness
or
sores
likely
to
cause
pain,
(Successor
to
Dr.Ohas.
Ryckman,)
‘ ‘ Separate peace with Germany” before the horrible sacrifice of evidently made no attempt to clean curb so as to leave the center of the
PENDERS, GLOVES, NECKWEAR, &c.
and from any vice or disease lively to
street
clear
for
overtaking
traffic—
DENTIST,
American lives might have been thinkable and feasible. Now it is them; the sanitary conditions were so
cause accident, injury or infection.
Our
country
friends are always welcome to make themselves at home
the
slower
the
speed
the
nearer
the
bad that our workmen could not sleep
KOYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry
at our store when they come to Norristown, whether purchases are
ARTICLE IX.
worèe than unthinkable ! It voices selfishness and cowardice; it on board, but had to have sleeping curb.
...
at honest prices.
made or not.
■ _______
Section 7. A vehicle on a street di ‘ ORDERS OF POLICEMEN.
voices the oligarchy of Senatorial partisan rancor and tyranny; it quarters near the docks; they spent vided
longitudely by a parkway, walk,
Section 1. Pedestrians and drivers
G. LECH N ER ,
voices about all that is damnable; all that is far below that which weeks scrubbing, scraping and disin sunkenway, viaduct, isle of safety, or shall at all times observe and obey
fecting, In a finffily successful effort cab stand, shall keep to the right of
VETERINARIAN,
the directions and orders given them
132 W est Main Street
NORRISTOWN, PA.
is true and just in thè better nature of all mankind.
to make the ships suitable habitations such division.
the policemen of this borough with OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. H eadquarters at
Next door to Montgomery Bank
Section 8. A vehicle passing around by
for human being».
reference to the use of the highways Bennung’s C ollegevllle H otel. Graduate of
a circle shall keep to the right from of this borough.
U niversity of Pennsylvania.
SOMETHING TO T H IN K ABOUT.
entrance
to
exit.
Has Never 8een Hie Country.
ARTICLE X.
Both ’phones,
\ /
2-2
Section 9. A vehicle shall not back
The only United States marine In the to make a turn if it obstructs traffic
FINES AND PENALTIES.
The destruction and rebirth of solar systems denote the stupen
world who has never seen the United,
shall go around the block or to a
Section 1. Any person or persons, P J O R A C E L . S A Y L O R ,
dous processes of Nature in immeasurable space and time. Meteors States is on duty at the American le but
street wide and clear enough for the firms or corporation convicted of vio
and star-stuff are reformed into neW suns and worlds. The eterna gation in Peking, China. He Is Private purpose.
lating any of the provisions of this
Justice of the ,Peace,
Section 10. A vehicle shall not fol ordinance before the burgess or any
0. W. F. Childress, who was bom of
movements of matter in infinite space and time are without begin American parents. In China. When he low another too-closely for safety.
justice of the peace shall be sentenced OÓLLEGKVILLE, PA. Real estate bought
to pay a fine not exceeding one hun and so ld ; conveyauciug, Insurance.
ning or ending. Eternal motion means eternal life. No motion, no became of age a few weeks ago he de
ARTICLE III.
-— A N D ----dred dollars ($100), with costs, in de
cided
to
Join
the
marines
and
enlisted
STOPPING,
STANDING,
WAITING
, life. The life of a planet ends in the beginning of another inhabitfault
of
payment
of
which
the
defend
fJ^ H O M A S H A L L M A N ,
at the legation.
AND PARKING.
v
ant shall be sentenced to the borough
■ ant in the depths of space. The lives of men are merely incidental
Childress Is a tall, good-looking
Section 1. A vehicle shall not stop lockup for a period of not more than
Attorney-at-Law
to and part of the individual and relatively temporary life of , a young man who can speak the Chinese with its left side to the curb.
five days or to the county jail for a
language like a native. His services
516
SW
EDE
STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Section 2. A vehicle waiting in period of not more than thirty days.
planet. All the^matter of planet and man is on the way to star dust as an Interpreter are especially valu
Ordained and enacted into an ordi A t m y residence, next door to National
front of an entrance to a building
A well built tire yields much more mileage for each dollar of cost
to participate in the formation of a new star or planet. Man’s op able to the marines. Through associ shall promptly give way to vehicle ar nance this 2nd day of July, A. D. 1920. Bank, Collegevllle, every evening,
ation
with
his
parents
and
other
Amer
riving
to
take
up
or
set
down
pas
MILTON
B.
SCHRACK,
than a tire purposely made to he offered at a sensationally low price ;
portunity! is now—not a billion years hence. Man’s opportunity ican residents of China he is thorough
A £A Y N E R . LONG STRETH,
sengers.
President of Council.
can only be interpreted to mean, in the highest sense, the getting ly familiar with the traditions and cus
Section 3. A vehicle shall not stand
buy the tire, not the pride.
A tt.M t *
Attorney-at-Law,
any portion of a street for a FRANK W. SHALKOP,
out of a brief span of existence all that is good, true, and beautiful toms of the United States. He is look within
Built to deliver exceptional mileage at exceedingly low cost,
ing forward'to the day when he will longer period of time than that desig
Secretary of Council.
1420 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa.
within his reach, for the enrichment of his own life and the lives of see the country whose flag he serves. nated by signs erected upon said
Rooms
712-718.
Approved this 19th day of Au
Goodyear Tires, of the 30 x 3-, 30 x 3 ^ - anil 31 x 4-inch sizes, save
street by this borough, nor shall a ve
others—for the establishment of at least a temporary heaven, minus
hicle stand within ten feet of a fire gust, 1920.
HARRY A. PRICE,
inconvenience, disappointment and money.
S. P O L E Y ,
White Mule.
hydrant.
golden streets, on a temporary planet. You are here now, with
Burgess.
Section 4. A vehicle shall not stand
Dixon H. Bynum, assistant city at
Their value results from the application^ Goodyear experience,
possibilities for usefulness at hand. The matter of which your torney, comes forward with an- expla: so as to prevent the free passage of
Contractor and Builder,
other
vehicles
in
both
directions
at
expertness
and bare to their manufacture; in the world’s largest tire
anatomy is composed will in some far-off time be associated with nation’as to how “white mule” got its
TRAPPE, PA.
the same/time.
name.
,
Mr.
Bynum,
who
did
govern
Prompt and accurate In building oonstrno- factory devpted to these sizes.
I
other particles in the making of another planet, or other mass of ment legal work in the southwest, says
Section 5. A vehicle, except where
tlon. E stim ates cheerfully fnrnlshed.
is allowed, shall not stand at
moving matter, many billions of miles from your present habitation; that the term come Into use In con parking
If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell or other car taking
any angle backed up, or head on to a
You are here now. Stay here as long as you can and keep busy nection with the efforts of thè govern- curb, except while actually loading or
T A C O R C. B R O W E R
these
sizes, go to GEO. F. CRAM ER’S Service Station for Goodyear
mènt officials to stop the traffic of unloading, and if horse-drawn, and
thinking and acting alqng right lines. Time flies 1 The influences— liquor among the Indians.
with four wheels, the hordes shall
Tires—for the real worth and endurance that Goodyear builds into
Justice of the Peace
It is waste of time to be constantly
Whenever an Indian was caught with stand parallel with the curb, faced in
good and bad— which you exert will remain after you are gone to
PORT
PROVIDENCE,
PA.
Real
E
state
changing glasses.
them.
liquor, he Invariably told the same the direction of traffic.
and Insurance, Conveyancing and Col
bless or curse those who come after you. Keep busy. Time flies
This can be avoided by having both
Section 6. A vehicle, unless a street
story as to how he got it.
lecting.
,
8-1
FAR and NEAR sight in one lens.
30 x
Goodyear Double - Cure Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tube?
Every Indian, it seemed, got his car, shall not stop in any street ex
cost no more than the price you
Such
glasses
are
called
cept
near
the
curb
and
then
so
as
not
liquor from “a one-eyed negro on a
X
R IG H T , JOHN B R IC E !
Fabric, All-Weather Thread $23.50 are asked to pay for fubes of less
[ { o, SH A LLCRO SS
white mule riding w est”—Indianapolis to obstruct a crossing or cross-walk
except to allow another vehicle or pe
merit—why risk costly casings
John Brice, the great English statesman, and one of the ¿tar.
Contractor and Builder
destrian to cross its path.
when such sure protection is avail
Section 7. A street car shall not
30 x 2>A Goodyear Single - Cure able ? 30 x i>A size in waterproof
GRATERFORD, PA.
They
are
indispensable
to
the
busy
soundest thinkers of the present century, recently observed ;
Women Now Eligible to V. C.
stop within an intersection of streets
man or woman who needs glasses for A ll kinds of buildings erected. Cement
A royal warrant consolidating and nor within five feet of a street car
$21.50 bag, $4,5p.
work done. E stim ates cheerfully furn Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread
When the world realizes that America and France and Italy and
near work. Instead of bluring the ished.
ahead nor so as to'obstruct a cross
ll-80-6m
extending
provisional
royal
warrants
distant vision they improve it.
Britain mean business there will be fewer disputes. When all the
regarding the Victoria Cross was pub ing or cross-walk.
They also
great nations of the world join beads and hands, means other than lished recently In the London Gazette.
S. K O O N S ,
ARTICLE IV.
fighting will be found for settling international differences
The principal feature Is that women
Rest the Eyes
SOHWENK8V1LLE, PA.,
RIGHT'OF WAY.
pow made eligible for decoration,
The exact fitting and adjustment of
That’s straight from the shoulder and true. It embodies all the are
Section
1.
When
in
the
perform
Slater and Roofer,
It being ordained that matrons, sis
Bifocals is particular work. It pays to
of duty the following vehicles
affirmative arguments concerning the League of Nations and the ters, nurses and the staff of the nurs ance
And
dealer
Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
have important things done right. So, Stone, etc. InEstim
shall have the right of way: U.. S.
ates furnished. Work
those wno care, go to
treaty of peace. It breathes c o n s i d e r a t i o n for those who woulc ing services and other services per mail, police, fire, emergency repair of
contracted at lowest prices.
taining to hospitals and nursing, and public service corporations, ambu
be compelled to risk their lives in war, if not for human vultures civilians of either sex serving regu lances -and the military.
\
C. R A M B O ,'
Section 2. When two or more ve
who fatten on human misery; if not for those who always make it larly or temporarily under the orders,
direction or supervision of any of the hicles shall arrive at a street inter
Optometrists and Opticians
certain that their hides are not exposed to the bullets of battle.
Painter and Paperhanger
armed forces of the crown, shall be section at the same time, the vehicle
to the right hand of any driver shall
eligible to the cross
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
7 2 5 C H E ST N U T ST R E E T
have the right of way.
Latest
designs
of wall paper.
1-18
Section 3. A vehicle in front of a
^!
T H E TRO UBLED NEW Y O R K SUN. '
Jud Tunklns.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.'
street
car
shall
immediately
turn
out
Jud Tunklns says some of the peo •upon signal. .
The intensely loyal, Republican New York Sun is in trouble
BOTH PHONES.
"IT'OR S A L E .—Farms, residences, hotels,
ple who founded free libraries could
-A- building sites—all iocatlons, prices and
Section 4. A vehicle shall not oc
and its all about Republican noise about raising funds for campaign have made a much bigger hit with the
term
s. A lso a number of bouses In Norris
cupy any street as to obstruct traffic.
town,
Bridgeport and Oonshohocken.
Bill—“If you had two wishes that
purposes, which resulted in an investigation at Washington. The populace by founding free motion pic
Section 5. A vehicle, on the ap
Money to loan on first mortgage.
ture exhibitions.
proach
of
fire
apparatus,
shall
stop
would
come
true,
what
would
you
ask
Sun is full of political grief. Hear how it wails:
THOMAS WILSON,
so as to not interfere with its passage. for?” Lill—-“ Well, for one, I’d wish
O ollegevllle, Pa.
What a stroke of consummate intelligence it was to cram the
Tribute to Agriculturist.
ARTICLE Y.
for a husband.” Bill—“And what
COAL for ALL Purposes.
“The agricultural population,” says
“ official bulletins” of the drive bureau with such expressions as
would be the other?’ Lill—“I’d save
SIGNALS.
For Dairy Cows
Diner—“Whet on earth is this broth And COAL that is GOOD, is the ONLY
Here is a dairy feed combination that
Section 1. A vehicle’s driver when the other until I saw how he turned
“ Digging up the money” and “ Boys, get the money!” and “ Get Cato, “produces the bravest men, val
soldiers, and a class of citizens slowing or stopping shall aiVe timely out.”—Houston Post.
has proven a winner wherever used.
KIND we have to offer.
made of, waiter? Surely it isn’t chick
money q u ick!” and “ Step on i t ! ” and “ Get the right man to see iant
By feeding these two feeds in com
the least given of all to evil designs.” signal by hand or whip, or in some
en
broth.”
Waiter—“Well,
sir,
it’s
When
you
use
our
coal
it
will
not
be
the right people!” and “ Our readers are requested not to make this
bination you will have the most sim
“Father, do you mind advancing me
other unmistakable manner.
ple, easy-to-feed ration possible to
Section 2. A vehicle’s driver when my allowance for next week?” “My chicken broth in its infancy; it’s made found necessary to pile , on shovelful
publication public” and a dozen other gems of the advertising
Detriment to the Community.
compound—one that will not only
The man who misleads himself Is about to turn either from a standstill dear child, •I’ve already advanced it out of the water the eggs were boiled after shovelful, or continually rake out
agent’s “ pep” or of the publicity promoter’s bromides of persuasion
produce exceptional results in milk
or while in motion, shall give,timely to you:” “All right. My allowance in.”—Boston Transcript.
unfortunate,
but
the
man
who
.
mis
production and keep your cows in the very
or of the canned lingo of organized solicitation on an extensive scale.
signal by hand or whip or in some for the week after will do as well!”.:—
ashes. It is clean, free from slate, burns
best physical condition, but will also save
leads
others
for
personal
gain
Is
an
you a lot of time and labor and the guess*
Had the Republican authority responsible for this damfoolish- undesirable citizen.
other unmistakable manner to indi Judge“What’s the matter, ma, sick?” slowly, and gives intense heat. Can you
work incident to your own mixing.
cate the direction of the turn. This is
“No. Why do you ask?” “You didn’t
ness no memory of historical politics, no sense of the quotable value
These feeds are manufactured by
especially important when turning to
Hold up your head You were not order me to go right upstairs an’ expect anything better? Let us know
The Quaker Oats Co., the leading feed man
to a political adversary of such verbal ammunition, however inno
Reduced to Minimum.
the left.
made for failure, you were, made for
ufacturers in the world. These feeds are
English paper: “I found Mr. Cart
Section 3. A vehicle before back victory; go forward with a joyful con wash my hands and face when I your wants and we will quote you a price
cent in its real significance ?
the result of long experience and have the
came
in.”—Detroit
Free
Press.
endorsement of the foremost dairymen.
wright considerably aged. His one ing shall give ample warning.
that will tempt you ; etc.
fidence in that result sooner or later,
Let us supply you with these resultFrom the crushed flowers of glad
Section 4. Police whistle sigftals and the sooner or later depends main
black hair Is very gray.”
producing feeds,
ness
on
the
road
of
life,
a
sweet
per
shall
indicate:
F r o m Chattanooga News: Senator Brandegee, of Connecticut,
ly upon yourself.-—George Eliot.
c o l l e g e v il l e m il l s
One
blast—N.
and
S.
traffic
stops
fume
is
wafted
over
to
the
present
West Australia’s Vast Size.
makes virtue of a necessity and says he is glad suffrage is through
and E. and W. proceeds.
Collegeville, Pa»
hour; as marchjng armies often send
West Australia, the largest state In
“What
a
high
color
Miss
Ella
has.”
COAF, LUM BER, F EED
Two blasts—E. and W. traffic
out
from
heath
the
fragrance
of
and “ out of the way.” The Senator may later discover, however, the continent, has fin area of over 975,“Yes; she won’t use any of the cheap
stops and N. and S. proceeds.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
000 square miles. ...
trampled plants.—«Richter.
Three or more blasts—-The ap kinds,”—Baltimore American.
that it is not out of his way.

T H E IN D E P E N D E N T

an

o r d in a n c e

The FALL & WINTER

Outer G arm e n ts
For W om en

Are More Than Beautiful

W A R N E R ’S

D epartm ent Store
NORRISTOWN, PA.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

W IL L IA M

H . G ILBER T

GOODYEAR MILEAGE
TIRES FOR SMALL GARS

EYE TALKS

Eyes (or Business
Bifocals

Geo. P. Clamer

- - Collegeville, Pa.

A W IN N IN G
COMBINATION

HAUSSMANN & CO.

W. H. Gristock’s Sons

CHANDLER

On a
Summer Day

Be sure and see the hew 1920 Chandler Car. It is
attractive, durable, and economical. Don’ t postpone your
order.

CRAWFORD LUTTRELL

Second-Hand Cars and Parts.

((sD. 1920, b y M cC lure N e w s p a p e r S y n d ic a te .)

H EN RY Y O ST, JR .

THB

CHEVROLET

C A fi !

T H R E E MODELS—TO U RIN G T Y P E S , RO ADSTERS
AND TRU CKS.
The Chevrolet is unequaled in quality ior the price.
It gives the best possible service at the lowest possible
cost.

LINW O OD YOST.

Col Iegevi 11^ Garage
OPEN E V E R Y D A Y AND KNIGHT.
CARS TO H IR E .

"Twice the Results
with 2-3 the Fuel.",
When you know how pimple this perfect
Heater is in construction, how easy and economi
cal it i$ to operate, you will realize that its install
ation is an actual economy.
No matter what system you have at present
in operation, you should at least investigate the
advantages the F R E E D Heater affords.
Call, write or ’phone

FREED HEATER COMPANY
Beil and Keystone ’Phones No. 59.
Factory and General Offices, Collegeville, Pa.

H. R. M IL L E R
Beil 63-R-2

Keystone 100

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Engagement and Wedding Rings^p
Diamonds

¡n
’ Tiffany 14, 18, 22 Kt.
HAMILTON WATCHES.

in
'
Tiffany and Cluster.

D. SA LLAD E
16 E a s t M ain S t., N o rristo w n
J.

m tne dumpe,” he told Tier wistfully.
“Better get oft by myself until I’m
cured.”
She watched him go swinging off
down a little path, travel worn and
beaten Into a thin, dusty line through
the drying grass. He did not look back
and at every step he took he seemed
to he treading on her heart.
“I wish that I had known you soon
er,” he said sadly. Was there, perhaps,
somebody else, somebody to whom he
had pledged himself? Eyes smarting
with unshed, carefully restrained tears,
Kate looked up once more at the far
blue sky, but a shadow had veiled the
golden sun and It was as somberly
gray as last year's gipsy fires.
He came back so quietly that she
did not know he was near until he
leaned over her tenderly, his moist
hands burning as with a fever as he
drew her to her feet before him. “Kate,
dear, I have no right to come back to
tell you that I love you, that I want
you for my wife, when I know that you
are engaged to Reece Logan, but some
thing stronger than my will Impelled
me, forced me back. Don’t let it dis
tress you, but I’ll never love another
girl—"
He was drawing her unresisting body
Closer to him, the flame of his own pas
sion reflected in the warm color that
dyed her throat and face. “Oh, Kate,
it Isn’t right to ask you, but if I had
had a chance, before you promised to
marry Reece, do' you think you could
have cared—for me?”
Kate put her small clenched hands
on his breast .and faced him bravely,
although her words came In choking
little gasps. "Reece Is my brother-inlaw. He and sister Sue gave me this
little ring, and when you came I took
It off of my right hand and put it on
my engagement finger because—be
cause I thought you were like all city
men who- go to the country for their
vacations—just making love to every
girl—”
A little later old Pete, returning
with a wheelbarrow filled with ripe
apples, saw enough of the miracle that
had happened to Mac and Kate to
question, with a twinkle In his sharp
old eyes, “Is wq gwlne use dis here
cider to drink to yo’ happiness, missy?”

Kate was In the orchard, filling a
small basket with yellow harvest appies when MacMalone came upon her,
“Hello I” he called cheerily, waving
his cap. “I’ve hunted all over the
farm for you. Thought you were down
at the spring house, so ^1 went there
first. What are we going to do with
these apples. Make cider?”
Kate nodded. They picked up the
basket, carrying It between them. “I
had a letter from my brother this
morning,” she told him. “He is coming
home for the week-end and he Is bring
ing Reece Logan with him. Reece is
an architect, a gifted, ambitious boy
who is bound« to make a success. I’ll
be so glad to'see him.”
“How long have you known him?”
Mac asked suddenly.
. “Forever,” said Kate simply. "We
lived on the same street, In the same
block, from the time T was a baby until
dad bought this farm and we moved
out here last year. Reece Is really
splendid. You’ll like him.’”
“Maybe!” said Mac doubtfully. He
glanced down at her left hand, where
It rested on the handle of the basket.
The small diamond on the third finger
twinkled up at him disturbingly. He
had thought about that ring many,
many times.
She saw him looking at it, and set
ting the basket down lifted her hand.
“Reece gave me that diamond. Isn’t It
a white little stone?” There was no
coquetry In her manner. She was as
candid as a child. “He’s going to put
sevpral others with it and have It
mounted In a cluster next fall, for my
birthday, isn’t he generous to do that—•
for me?’!
Mac tried to smile, made a miser
able failure of it and stooped over to
pick up the basket again. “Nothing
In this world Is too good for you, BEST STOP THROWING STONES
Kate.”
When they had reached the cider Man Ever Ready to Criticize Must Re
press on the porch of the old spring
member He Is a Target for
house black Pete, who had gone down
Criticism.
there for water, looked at the little
basket of apples and burst out laugh
Have you ever seen a man whose
ing. “Lawd hev mercy on us, chile,” own penmanship is an abomination
carefully and Impatiently dot the “1"
In the flowing and easily legible hand
writing of another man?
Have yon ever heard a woman whose
habit it is to leave her dinner dishes
unwashed until the next morning wax
sarcastic in her references to anoth
er woman who dusts her parlor only
once a week?
Have you ever heard a man whose
own methods are the opposite of syste
matic scathingly criticize another man
because his system fell down on a
minor point?
Have you ever—bqt of. course you
have; everyone knows the man who,
though he lives In a glass house, per
sists In throwing stones. But what
kind of a house do you live in your
self? Glass in all probability. And
don’t you occasionally throw a stone
or two? Probably, i-hst-of us do.
There are just two possible solutions
to the difficulty. Either build a house
of stone or stop throwing stones;
either make yourself safe against criti
cism or stop criticizing others. Be
ing human, you probably won’t suc
ceed in doing either completely. But
It is worth trying.

1920
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
County Taxes
In pursuance to an act of Assembly
approved March 17, 1868, and supple
mentary acts thereto, the Treasurer
of Montgomery County will meet the
taxpayers of said county at the follow
ing named places and time for the
purpose of receiving the county and
state taxes for the year 1920 assessed
in their respective districts, viz:
Taxes will be received at the County
Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, from
June 2nd to September 15th, from 9 a.
m. to 3 p. m.
County Rate, 2 mills.
State Rate, 4 mills.
County arid State Taxes are assess
ed during the month of September,
and are payable at the County Treas
urer’s Office from June 1st to Sep
tember 15th inclusive. '
Corespondence to receive attentibn
must be accompanied with postage
for reply. Location of each prop
erty and number of properties, with
name of Borough, and number of
Ward, must be DEFINITELY given,
No statements will be sent out af
ter September 10th.
There is no abatement from these
taxes. After September 15th, they are
placed in the hands of delinquent
collectors, when 5 'per cent, will be
added.
All delinquent taxes must be paid
to the Collectors on, or before, De
cember 31st, 1920.
IRVIN H. BARDMAN,
County Treasurer.
Treasurer of Montgomery Co., Pa.
Treasurer’s Office.
Norristown, Pa., May, 1920.
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KDHNT’S BAKERY
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
SOLE AGENT FOR

BURDAFS
U N EX CELLED

The Old Way—Lugging water rain or ehfre

ICE CREAM

Which Method Does
Your Wife Use?

F IR S T -C L A S S

BREAD - CAKES
C a n d ie s, P ies, E tc.
H P O R D E R S F O R W E D D IN G S ,
IF U N E R A L S and P A R T I E S
I p rom ptly a tte n d e d to .

C h a rle s K uhnt. i

GOODS

NOTIONS
,

GOULDS
■ _

e t c . u s. pat orr.

Pumping Outfits
have pot run
ning water
w ith in t h e
reach of
every home.
They are
mada in two
capacitlee —
180 and 860 gallons per hour—and in IS
different combinations to meet every re
quirement. There are electrle-motor-driven
outfits for direct and alternating currents,
also for the home-lighting system current.
And there is a gasollne-cngine-driven out
fit for those who have no electric current
available. The "H i-Speed" Pump is notes- tees—it runs so smoothly that a t ten fset
you can't hear a sound. Its simplicity
makes possible an exceptionally low price.

Fresh Groceries
DRY

Do you let her “ lug” tons of
water every year while you
use tractors, seeding machines,
cultivators and other improved
machinery to do your work?
Isn’t she entitled to the same
modern conveniences in the
• homethatyouhaveonthefarm?

AT

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Store

Don’t delay. Come in and tee us now

lx - S . S C H A T Z

Heating and Plumbing

Coffee, Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits, Confectionery

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Both ’Phones
Estimates cheerfully furnished.

Arrow Collars a specialty

D aniel tt. B a rt m an

IRVIN L v FAUST

c o l l e g e v il l e , p a .

Daily arid Sunday Papers

YERKES, PA.
BUTCHER AND DEALER IN

Highest Prices
PAID FOR

adCDEADANIMALS^»
FpA

REMOVED BY

G eo .'W . S c h w e ik er,
*

Providence Square,

F re sh a n d S m oked M eats
Pork in Season
Visits Collegeville, Trappe and vi
cinity every W ednesday and
Saturday. Evansburg, Tues
days and Fridays.

Pie.

E x tra , prices paid when d eliv ered to m y
Place. ' B ell ’ Phone ll-R -12 OoHegeville.

A coxcomb always begins by deter
mining that his own profession is the
first; and he finishes by deciding that
he is the first in his profession.—Col
Don’t forget to get your pub- ton.
“It is better to bear the ills we have
•ic sales in the I ndependent , and
than to anticipate those which may
attract buyers.
never come.”—Rochefoucauld.

“Wait Till Pete Goes to De Orchard."

he cried, “them many apples wouldn’t
wet yo’ whistle. Walt till Pete goes
to de orchard! Ain’t no use measin'
up de press to make a dipperful.”
Mae and Kate sat down on the porch
of the spring house to wait for Pete
to return, Kate was lost In the reverie
of a day, dream. With her graceful
head tilted back against an old weath
erbeaten rain barrel she was looking
up. a smile nestling In her wide bine
eyes and around her soft, curved Ups
as she watched little white clouds, like
a hurrying troop of winged young fai
ries, racing across the summer sky» )
Mac turned his head and looked al
her. There was a shadow In his won
dering eyes. He ran a speculative fin
ger down her bare forearm, touching
her brown hand lightly.
“Thinking?” he questioned her.
She glance«} down at his hand touch,
ing her own, the dreams still lurking
In her happy eyes. She slowly turned
her hand over until It rested, palm ta
palm, under his. A little pulse seemed
to be striking sledgehammer blows It
her slim, bronzed throat. Her hearl
raced with the gossamer fairies scud
ding across the summer sky.
“Thinking about tomorrow and yout
ijrother coming?” he asked again with
a worshipful look.
“And today, too.” , she remarked
truthfully, blushing under hfs keen
scrutiny. “I was just thinking how
wonderful it was to be In the country
It’s like hearing the heart of the world
heating under my cheek.” She hesi
tatingly withdrew her hand'from his
warm clapp. He made no effort to re
strain hei^. “I have always lived In t
city where people are herded togethei
In restricted quarters, where most ol
the flowers are In florists’ windows and
little trapped birds are lh foot-squars
cages. Out here one gets such a differ
cut porspi»etive.'-

Tobacco Consumption.

The per capita consumption 6f tobac
co In the United States, counting each
man, woman and child, is seven
pounds a year.
"Mapping” the Air.

The greatest discovery yet made 'hi J
exploring the uir Is that the atmos
phere consists of two layers, the low
er extending from sea level up to 10;. j
000 meters. In which there Is a steady
fall of temperature with elevation
This is called the troposphere. Above
this there Is no fall, and up to 20,000 |
meters a slight rise. The upper layer
is known as the stratosphere. It 1«
actually possible today for an airplane
to rise from the ground to the bottom |
of the stratosphere, say about six
miles, In one hour. If we want to ex
plore somewhat higher, say 20 miles, |
we Install light Instruments on
sounding balloon.
The Modern Mrs. Malaprop.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

March 3, 1920, the Ford Motor Co. advanced the prices of Ford cars because of
the increased cost of production. No specific announcement was deemed .necessary
at the time, but it has developed .that misrepresentations and misquotations of these
advaheed prices have been and are being given out. Sp to safeguard the public
against the evils of misrepresentation, we herewith give the present prices :

OldCornerStore

R unabout

»

$550

T o u rin g C ar

m

$575

The undersigned has opened the
old corner store (for many yeatfs
conducted by the late
W. P. Fenton)

Coupe

C O L L E G E V I L L E , PA .

S edan

D R Y GOODS

I. C. & M. C. Landes, Yerkes, Pa.

AND

General Merchandise
IN

$875

with solid tires and clincher rims
$600
(With pneumatic tires and demountable rims $640)
These- prices are all f. o. b. Detroit.
FORDSON TRACTOR $850.00 f. o. b. DEARBORN, MICH.
Any of the Dealers whose names are listed below will be- pleased toi receive your order,
pledging the assiirance of the best possible promptness in delivery.

GROCERIES

VEGETABLES

-

T ru c k C h assis

I am keeping on hand a wellselected stock of

CANNED G O O D S ,
FRU ITS,

wjth dual electric starting and lighting
system
- *with dual electric starting and lighting
sysfeni
. . . . .
S650
with dual electric starting and lighting system
and demountable rims
- $850
with dual electric starting and lighting system
and demountable rims
- $975

$750

DRIED
SEASON,

Bread, Cakes, Candles, Soda
Crackers, Pretzels, Cigars, &c.
It is my aim to well serve all wholwill
favor the old corner store with their
patronage.

R. J . SW IN EH A R T.

PERKIOMEN VALLEY MUTUAl
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

MAY

13,

1871

$16,000,000 INSURANCE
IN FORCE

Sturges’ Store

COMPANY:
C O L L E jjE V IL L E , PA.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
B. W. DAMPLY, Pres., Skippack.

OUR AIM IS TO M EET
T H E W A N T S OF PA
TRONS BOTH IN ASSO RT
M ENT AND, Q UALITY.

of

TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MORE
ENJOYABLE
You should be able to see the
type easily and without strain,
and follow through page after
page without effort.
A slight change in your glasses
may make a remarkable difference in your reading.
It will cost, you nothing to find
out. We will gladly make the
necessary examination and guaran tee you satisfaction.
No drops used.
K. R. STONE, Optometrist,
With W. L. Stone,
210 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
Bell ’Phone 321-w
~

--- A1LJ11_ '

’

REASONABLE PRICES
YOURS TO SERVE

>
*
5
y
5
¡J
S
-j
(j
*
3

II. C. Sturges
Auto Delivery

JOHN

Both ’Phones

L. B E C H T E L

COLLEGEV ILLE, PA.

2
a,
£

B u t c h e r

Sensible

Questions

and

Three

Emphatic Replies Regarding Our Sale at

25 Per Cent, and 35 Per Cent. Off
Sale, we point to the inducement of a substantial
cash saving on suits of the finest quality.
WHERE ? Here, of course. The economy of your
purchase is tw ofold, both in the price reduction
and in the service which high grade suits assure
the wearer.
,

in progress. The sooner you come, the better
are your chances for a more satisfactory se=
lection.

Furnishing Undertaker and
Embalmer.

For Latest Designs

UNDERTAKER &EMBALMER
TRAPPE, PA.

Three

WHEN*? -Right now, while our special Clean-Up Sale is

. C. POLEV
1

WHY, WHERE and WHEN
If any man wants to know WHY he should attend this

__ '.'Ll___ 1_

' LIMERICK, PA.

D i& K Ü

W ITH WEED ASSORTED
STOCK IN E V E R Y DE
PARTM EN T.

Fire and Storm
O FFIC E

Don’t hesitato to eat anything you like —Dill 3
Digesters will tone up your stomach and ward off
indigestion, biliousness, sour stomach, distress from
overeating. Sure and quick in relief. Your druggist
sells Dill’s Digesters in the handy, vest-pocket bottle.

IS ALWAYS FILLED

E V E R Y T H IN G K E P T IN
A GENERAL, STO RE A L 
W AYS ON HAND.

Insures Against

Pie If YewWant *10

TK ÄPPE, PA.

Washington newspaper corre
AND D EA LER IN
Funerals entrusted to my charge will
spondent tells of a Mrs. Malaprop who
receive my careful and painstaking at
once amused the capital with her mis Fresh Beef, Veal, Lamb, Smoked
tention.
’Phone No. 18.
takes. She went around asking peo
Meats and Pork in Season
ple to sign a “red robin” (meaning a
Patrons in Collegeville, Trappe, and
round robin) ; spoke of her trip vicinity,
served every Tuesday, Thursday
through ^the “Valley of Gethsemane” and Saturday.
when site meant 'the Yosemite; and
Your patronage will be appreciated.
said, "I’ve been in the mountains, am],
— AND —
do you know, I-jumped from rock to
Frank Wf Shalkop
Lowest Lrices
rock Just like a shamrock !”—From the
Outlook. '
— IN —
A

nme philosopher, aren’t you?” he
smiled. “I wish that I had always
known a girl like you.”
'A girl like me, or—” She hesitated,
laughing at hfe quick protest.
You, of course. Just you, Kate. I
Stuck Up for His Pa.
never dreamed that there was a girl
Parson Blank took his little son to
in the world who loves the country as
do, city bom and bred as I have prayer meeting for the first time.-Dur
been.”
ing the prayer one of the deacons ut
“I suppose you have known many, tered a loud “Amen.” Willie suffered
this to pass without remark, but when
many girls, haven’t you?”
the “Amen” was presently repeated he
“I never knew another Kate."
“No?” She was smilingly expectant. could stand It no longer, and rising
“I wish that I had known you soon In his seat he exclaimed, “Don’t mind
er,” he said again soberly. He rose him, papa, you pray just as. long as
suddenly, holding out his'hand to her. you want to.”—Boston Transcript.
“I’ll fry to see you some time tomor
row. I’m thinking about going on a
Arctic Cold Misunderstood.
fishing trip.”
There Is a great deal of misunder
All of the laughing and the ghosts standing relative to the cold of the
of happy little dreams fled away as Arctic regions. The absence or pres
she looked .up at him. \“Aren’t you go ence of water and altitude are impor
ing to wait until Pete comes back with tant factors in determining tempera
the apples? It will be such fun to help ture. As the altitude increases going
make the cider. Why can’t you stay, North, the bite of the weather Is less
Mac?”
ened so that there Is little or no Incon
He smiled gratefully when she called venience to be experienced from the
him by name, but shook bis bead. “I’m cold.
a

I. C. & M . C. L A N D E S

AT THE

O F M O N T G O M E R Y C O U N TY .

Many a man has been compelled to
substitute grit for physical prowess.
History shines with the luster of
achievements wrested from adversity.
President Chadbourne had suffered,
great illness. They said he had but
one lung and even went so far as to'
arrange the funeral. But he lived and
worked for over thirty years more.
Grit kept him up. A few years ago a
lad lost his eyes while a student at
Columbia. But he keprt on and gradu
ated as leader of the class. It was
up hill but grit did it. Francis Parkman lost health and his eyes went
back on him. Still he pressed on, and
after some fifteen years produced/ the
best history of American frontier days
that has ever come on the market.
Nothing but grit could have made the
success possible.

For a limited time only, ONE-TON TESTED TUBE
with each Pennsylvania Vacuum Cup Tire.
Get them while they last.

FEW P E0P B JEÎ0E

Owed Their Success to Grit.

O U LBBRTS’
DRUG S T O R E ,

T

Cemetery Work
— C A L L ON —

$25.00 FOR $30.00 AND $35.00 SUITS
$35.00 FOR $40, $45 AND $50 SUITS

Getting the Boys Ready
for School
We have what he needs in Suits and Separate
Trousers that are right for severe service at prices
that are real money savers.

H. E . B R A N D T
ROYERSFORD
Walnut Street and Seventh Ave.

S . M O S H E IM

No effort spared to meet the fullest
expectations of those who engage my
“Say, you seem to be always on the
services.
lookout, for trouble.” “Well, you’ve
POTTSTOWN’S PRINCIPAL CLOTHIER
Trains met at all stations. Prompt at
tention to calls by telephone or telegraph. got more chance'to dodge anything
th a t. you see first.”—Detroit Free
“I hear you have a rare cook.” “Yes, Press.
and, strange to say, everything she
“Say, do you remember that $5 bill
Recreation is not the highest kind
“In the illustrations these waterdoes is Veil done.”—Baltimore Amer I loaned you?” “Remember it! I
ican.
never forget a favor like that. You of enjoyment, but in its time and melons look small.” “Watermelons?
Genius begins great works, labor haven’t got another about you, have place is quite as proper as prayer.— Small? 1 Those are cucumbers, man!”
S. I. Prime.
—Judge.
you?”—Boston Transcript.
alone finishes them.—Jobert.

IRONBRIDGE.
A collision of automobiles happened
at the intersection of the roads in this
village on last Thursday. One ma
chine, a Ford car, was battered up
considerably, but none of the occu
pants were injured. This is a very
dangerous place and should be ap
proached with great caution. It was
reported that neither of the cars blew
their horns.
Perkiomen township schools open
next Tuesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Stierley spent
Sunday in Royersford.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Haas and son
have returned home after spending a
two weeks; vacation in Niagara Falls,
Chicago, and other places in the mid
dle West.
On Saturday evening a party was
tendered Miss Marguerite Ryback in
honor of her birthday. A delightful
evening was spent m playing games,
followed by refreshments.
Mr. Harvey Buckwalter has had a
Caloric .pipeless heater installed by
Fuhrman and Hoyer, of Trappe.
STATE FORESTRY DEPARTMENT
OFFER.
Harrisburg, )Pa., August 31.—Ap
proximately 200 municipalities in this
State are taking advantage of the
Pennsylvania Department of For
estry’s offer to supply free shade
trees to towns and cities. Letters
from many of them,received by John
W. Keller, chief of the bureau of silvi
culture, who is in chargé of the de
partment’s shade tree work, indicate
that they have already named their
shade tree' commissions. Other boroughs are preparing to organize com
missions, and still other cities are
asking for further information. The
200 inquiries received at the depart
ment show about one-fifth of the
State’s municipalities contemplate ex
tensive shade tree planting this fall
and next spring.
The wide-spread interest in For
ester Pjrichot’s proposition has created
an. unexpected (demand for the free
shade trees offered. One city alone
asked for all the trees available. An
other city asked for 500 shade trees,
and scores of smaller requests have
been filed. Keller said he has virtu
ally promised all the shade trees avail
able this year to early applicants, so
that many towns will be disappointed.
In view of fhe revived interesjt in
shade tree planting by the cities and
towns, the Department of Forestry
plans' to increase its nurseries im
mediately to grow the trees needed.
The four nurseries cover about 30
arces, and they will be expanded to
40 acres probably. Possibly a special
nursery will be established in the cen
tral part of the State to grow shade
trees exclusively.
PLANS SHAPING UP FOR
FARMERS’ INSTITUTES.
Plans for the Farmers’ Institutes in
the State for 1920-21 are rapidly be
ing completed by the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture. According
to the present plans, institutes will be
conducted in 66 counties of the State
during, the coming winter and in each
county the arrangements will be in
charge of th e ,county institute chair
man, the members of the committee
and the county farm agent.
The state department is now en
gaged in booking speakers for the
coming sessions and in each instance,
the department will furnish the speak
ers qualified to discuss the subjects
selected by the county institute offi
cials. Only one day institutes will be
held in each community ,this, year and
the morning sessions will be elimin
ated, the poor attendance at the morn
ing' sessions lhst year making it ad
visable to hold only afternoon and
evening sessions this season.
PENNA. COMMERCIAL FRUIT
REPORT.
Three hundred and forty repre
sentative commercial apple growers,
and representing practically every
county in the State, report to the Bu
reau of Statistics, Pennsylvania De
partment of Agriculture, that their
orchards produced last year an aggre
gate crop of 471,600 bushels; and esti
mate, from present prospects, that
that their orchards will produce 692,300 bushels this year. Thirty apple
growers in Adams county report pros
pects for a yield of 114,800 bushels
this year compared with 99,400 bush
els last year. Thirty-one growers in
Franklin county expect 139,200 bush
els this year as against 124,000 last
year.
One hundred and ninety growers of
peaches, in forty-two counties, report
an aggregate yield of 189,000 bushels
last year; and estimate their crop
this year at 234,000 bushels, Ten
peach growers in Adams county re
port outlook indicates a yield ,of 21,200 bushels .this year compared with
23,600 bushels last year. Seventeen
growers in Franklin county estimate
their aggregate production this year
at 29,500 bushels as against 17,300
bushels last year.

p u B L J C S A IiE O F

TJTTBLIC SA L E O F

jp U B I ilC ' SA LK O F

IMPROVED 93-ACRE FARM !

H o u s e h o ld G o o d s !

STOCK, CROPS, MACHINERY INCLTJDED
FOR MRS. ELIZABETH W.
HUGHES
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1920.
LOCATION:—On Hughes road, en
tirely in the borough of Collegeville'.
Within easy walking distance of Collegeville and Yerkes depots on the
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad,
Chestnut Hill trolley, Perkiomen
creek, Collegeville High School and
Ursinus College and other advant
ages. Within convenient driving dis
tance of Norristown and Phoenixville
and 23 miles to central Philadelphia.
Less, than a mile to Wills & Jones
milk receiving station. Entire farm
enjoys a full southeastern exposure,
a commanding view for several miles
and very pleasant surroundings.
I M P R O V E M E N T S :— Colonial style
stone dwelling of 9 rooms with Dutch
hall and open fire places. Old shade.
Good bank barn with tie-up for 30
head. Complete set necessary farm
buildings. Ample bearing fruits for
home use. Spring water flows to
dwelling by gravity in_ addition to the
regular wells at buildings.
THE FARM:—Q3 acres and 85
perches DeKalb loam soil under a
high state of cultivation. One acre
white oak timber, 9 acres in brook
watered pasture, balance tillable.
EQUIPMENT:—Three good gener
al purpose horses, 5 Holstein cows
coming fresh this fall; 2 yearling
heiférs, stock bull, 2 sows with litters,
approximately 100 chickens, 60 ducks,
,60 guineas, Dearborn wagon, 2 ex
press wagons, runabout, 2 jumpers,
tractor plow and 12 new shears, 3
walkiiK plows, mower, grain drill,
hay tedder, disc harrow, spring
tooth harrow, spike tooth harrow,
2 cultivators, junior hand cultivator,
com planter, potato plow, iron
land roller, 2 large, brooders, 10
small brooders, hay wagon, corn
marker, hay rake, cart, milk cooler,
numerous, smaller tools such as
feed boxes, iron posts, vinegar in
barrel, harness in variety, ropes, cow
chains, forks, rakes, new posts for
fencing and wire for same; milk cans,
post spade, etc., etc. The crops at
time of sale' including 23 acres of
corn, about 400 bushels of oats, 30
tons of hay, all straw.
GENERAR INFORMATION:—
Farm will be offered as a whole with
stock, crops and m achine^ or bidders
will enjoy the privilege of buying the
farm with growing com and straw.
The personalproperty alone is valued
a t $5000.00. Yearly taxes about $155.
Owner will take a first mortgage of
$7500.00 if desired by purchaser at
6 percent, interest. Early possession
can be arranged if desired. A deposit
of $500.00 to be paid immediately axk
ter farm has been struck down. Title
guaranteed. This farm should ap
peal to the critical buyer seeking a
fertile farm with location as first con
sideration, best of school facilities,
excellent markets and in a fast grow
ing neighborhood. Owner will cheer
fully show farm and equipment to
prospective buyers any time prior to
day of sale. Traveling directions to
reach farm together with detailed cir
cular and photos mailed on request.
Sale to start at 2.30 o’clock, when
conditions will Be made known by
REESE & LINDERMAN,
Selling Agents,
6% East Airy Street, Norristown.
Walter Clevenstine, Auct.
P. S.: Please understand that the
personal property will_ only be gold
with the farm in its entirety. "No sale
of personal property without sale of
farm.
REESE & LINDERMAN.

Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY; SEPTEMBER 4, to20» at the
"residence of the undersigned, on Third
avenue, East, borough m Collegeville,
the following articles : Bedroom suite,
2 writing desks, pictures, books, clocks,
lot of linoleum, chairs, screens, old style
clook, large rocker, spinning wheel,
clothes horse, bedroom stove, cherry
table with six legs, kitchen stove, wash
tub, jars, stone pots, lamps, wash ma
chine, lawn swing, lawn mower, cot,
kitchen table, brooder hood stove, i in
cubators, garden tools, hand hoe harrow,
horse hoe harrow, saw horse, potatoes,
chicken beets, bean poles, half cord of
wood, tree sprayer, and other articles
not enumerated. Sale at i o’clock. Con
ditions—cash.
MRS. WM. RODEBAUGH.
W. Pearson, Auctioneer.

MINERS THREATEN STRIKE.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Aug. 29.—Action
that amounts' to a general strike or
der to 175,000 union miners of the
anthracite coal field was taken early
this morning by 300 delegates at the
mine locals of District No. 1 after a
bitter session that lasted thruout the
night. An ultimatum was sent to
President Wilson, calling, his- atten
tion to the complete failure of his
wage commission to reach a settle
ment satisfactory to the miners of the
differences existing between the oper
ators and the workers; officials of the
United Mine Workers who entered
into the agreement to have the wage
commission were ruled out of the hall
and told they had betrayed the work
ers’ interests, and officers of the Uni
ted States Department of Justice,
headed by Charles Ramsdell, were in-"
formed that no threat of enforcement
of the Lever act could deter the mine
workers from protecting their own in
terests.
At the end of the meeting the fol
lowing telegdhn was drafted and sign
ed by a committee of five men and
sent to the President:
To Woodrow Wilson, President of
the United States:
Whereas, we, the representa
tives bf the United Mine Workers
of America of District No. 1, at a
meeting held August 28, 1920,
urge the acceptance of the minor
ity report of the commission ap
pointed by you to make award in
the anthracite region, we hereby
urge that the acceptance of said
report is the only means to pro
mote peace in the anthracite re
gions; and
,
WhCreas, it was^lso decided at
this meeting in the city of WilkesBatre that we wish an answer on
or before September 1, 1920;
otherwise all "men will refrain
from work.
President Wilson’s reply will be
found on first page.

AMERICAN GOODS IN AMERICAN
SHIPS.
The fame of the American clipper
ship is still remembered the world
■over. These marvellously speedy craft
carried the %American flag and mer
chandise to evjry sea. As late as 1830
ninety per cent of the exports and im
ports of the country were carried in
American ships. By 1914 less than
ten per cent was carried under thè
Stars and Stripes. The great war
changed all this. Instead of American
ships carrying less than one-fourth
the world’s goods in five years they
carried over one-fourth of this value
of it. Hhe number or rather the ton
nage of American ships increased in
this period nearly ten times. In 1914
only about 750,000 tons of American
merchandise sailed away under the
American flag while in 1919 'over
8,600,000 tons was carried in vessels
flying the American flag. The tre
mendous growth of America’s mer
chant fleet Will go down in history
as one of the remarkable develop-:
ments of the war.—September Boys’
Life.

F R E S H COW S!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1920, at Perki
omen Bridge hotel, one carload of extra
Ohio cows selected by Fred. Fisher.
Among the lot are a few good Jerseys
and a few extra Holsteins. Sale at 2
o’clock. Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, Auctioneer.
M. B. Einderman, Clerk.
S P E C IA L . N O T IC E TO H O R SE
^ B R E E D E R S . — Pedigreed Percheron
Stallion, M EDIUM. Registry No. 66858,
Percheron Society of America.
License No. 10O.Vt:,Gray. 17 hands;
ton welght. Terms, S5-00 at service,
$10.00 9,t birth.
Breeders should use the best sire avail
able. Look at th is one. H e is a great
horse.
WM. KOLB, JR.,
8-24/
Port Providence, Pa.

HAULING DONE. — Light hauling
done with Ford truck. Charges reason p U B L l C S A L E O F
able.
J. G. W EIKEL, Trappe, Pa.
Bell ’phone 71-R-3.
'
$-5-4t
IMPROVED 109
_______________________

l

J~

WANTED—Woman for general house

work. Good home tp right party. Wages
$10.00 per week. Apply
825 W. MARSHALL STREET,
Norristown, Pa.
’Phone Bell 522.
9-2-2t

SEED WHEAT FOR SALE.—Four

rowed Fultz wheat ; very productive and
a good milling wheat.
L. R. CASSELBERRY, Evansburg,
9-2-4t
R. D. 1, Collegeville, Pa.

FOR SALE.—All "kinds of blacksmith

tools, new bathtub and a new iron pump.
For sale cheap. Apply to
J. W. HOOVER,
8-26
Collegeville, Pa.

FOR SALE.—Overland touring car—
Country Club Model 90—five wire wheels,
good rubber, good paint, new battery ;
first-class running order. Apply to
GEO. H. BACKMIRE, |
Collegeville, Pa.
East 3rd Avenue.
8-26-2t
FOR SALE. — Powdered buttermilk
fed to pigs and chickens will produce
more profit. It will not spoil. For sale
by
LANDES BROS.,
6-24«tf
Yerkes, Pa.
FOR SALE, — SEMI-SOLID BUT
TERMILK. Selling for cash at 5 cents
per lb. barrel lots ; 6 cents per lb. small
lots, buyer furnishing receptacle. Great
for chicks. BABY CHICKS—To insure
safe start buy Pratt’s Baby Chick starter
of Blatchford’s Milk Mash, "' Then follow
with Schumacher or Ful-O-Pep Chick
Feed.
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.,
Bell, 87. Keystone 433-25
PROPOSALS.—Sealed proposals will
be received at the Controller’s office,
Norristown, Pa., on Thursday, Septem
ber 16, 1920, up to j i o’clock a. ra., for
,the making of repairs to Bridge No. 134
over the Perkiomen Creek, on the road
leading from Audubon to Oaks accord
ing to certain. plans and specifications
now oh file in the County Commissioners
office, Norristown, Pa.
The County Commissioners reserve the
right to reject any or all bids.
Checks accompanying proposals must
be handed to the Clerk of the County
Commissioners one hour before the time
stated above.
HORACE W. SMEDLEY,
9-2-2t ’
’
Controller.

ACRE FARM

FOR MRS. LIZZIE SCHURR
(SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1920
LOCATION:—One mile northeast
of Linfield station (Between Royers
ford and Pottstown). Five miles
south of Pottstown and 4 miles from
Royersford. Two depots within one
mile. The main line of the Philadel
phia and Reading Railroad runs thru
the farm. Borders Schuylkill river.
Rear of farm borders the PottstownLinfield trolley. In a progressive
farming community. Mile to Cream
ery and other advantages for a
farmer.
IMPROVEMENTS:—Well built 10
room colonial dwelling with open fire
places and surrounded by old shade.
Practically new bank barn with tie-up
for 45 head. 2 large silos, 2 poultry
houses, 2 pig stys, 2 wagon and car
riage houses, milk house, stone cave.
In addition to the well water at build
ings, there are 3 springs on this farm,
one flowing to the barn by gravity.
Approximately 100 mixed fruit trees
in 'bearing.
THE FARM:—About TO acres in
stream watered pasture, balance un
der a high state of cultivation. Soil
is of a sandy loam cast with natural
drainage and the season’s crops will
prove the fertility of the soil. Es
pecially well adapted to potatoes,
clover and corn. Farm has been in
the Schurr family for nearly 40 years,
never rented, has carried a heavy
stock for many years and only being
sold to settle the estate. '
GENERAL INFORMATION: —
A deposit of $500.00 to be paid imme
diately after farm ' has been struck
down to purchaser. Title guaranteed.
Early possession obtainable. Pur
chaser can purchase entire equipment
of livestock, crops and machinery at
appraisement if desired. A well lo
cated farm with well constructed
buildings, superior grade soil, strong
water and fruit supplies' and a score
of advantages over the ordinary farm.
Farm can be viewed any time prior
to day of sale. Detailed circular,with
photos and further information mailed
on request. Sale to start at 2.30
o’clock when conditions will be made
known by
REESE & LINDERMAN,
Selling Agents,
6% East Airy Street, Norristown.
Frank H. Peterman, Auct.

thias Y. Weber, late of Lower Provi
dence, Montgomery county, deceased.
Letters of administration on the aboye
estate having .been granted to the under
signed, all persons indebted to said
estate are requested to make immediate
payment, and those having legal claims,
to present the same without delay to
ANN REBECCA WEBER,
, MORGAN C. WEBER,
Collegeville, Pa., R. F. D.
Or their attorney, J. Stroud Weber, 5 E.
Airy St., Norristown, Pa.
gi-2-6t

ESTATE NOTICE,-r-Estate of George

W. Yost, late of Collegeville, Montgom
ery county, Pa., deceased. Letters of
administration on the above estate hav
ing been granted to the undersigned, all
persons indebted to said estate are re
quested to make immediate payment,
and those having legal claims, to pre
sent the same without delay to
HUBERT-YOST, Administrator,
Collegeville, Pa.
Or his attorney, Tbos. Hallntan,
Collegeville, Pa,
9-2-6t

ESTATE NOTICE.—Estate of Sarah
R. Ashenfelter, late of Collegeville,
Montgomery county, deceased. Letters
testamentary on the above estate having
been granted to the undersigned, all per
sons indebted to said estate are requested
to make immediate payment, and those
having legal claims, to present the same
without delay to
JOHN ASHENFELTER, Executor,
Collegeville, Pa.
Or his attorney, Ralph F. Wismer, 501
Swede St., Norristown, Pa.
Y.8-19
ESTATE NOTICE.—Estate of Hettie

FAMILY NAMES.
“A great many family names repre
sent the trades or occupations of ouj"
great-great-great grandfathers, John",
the miller, and after that his descend
ants were known as Miller,” says Clofford Howard in an article on the
meaning of names in the September
number of Boys’ Life. “And Robert,
the baker, started the family name °f
Baker. And thus we have many other
familiar family names—Carpenter,
Mason, Taylor, Shoemaker, Brewer,
Draper, Shepherd, Fisher, Hunter,
Clark (clerk),, Page, Harper, Singer
and a whole lot more. But chief
among them a|l is Smith. The reason
there are so many Smiths to-day is,
because there used - to be so many
different kinds of smiths—black
smiths, goldsmiths, silversmiths, cop
persmiths, tinsmiths, locksmiths, arrowsmiths, and so on. Each, for
short, was known simply as a smith;
and each different kind of smith start
ed his own family of Smith.
vln many cases if there was some
thing very striking about a,m an—if
he was very short or had very red
•hair or had some peculiar trait or
habit—it was used for starting a
family name, and that’s how we have
such names as Little, Small, Ross
(which means red), Black, Gray,
White, Strong, Long, Longfellow,
Whistler, Noble, Swift, Doolittle, Sav
age, Wise, and many, many more of
the same kind.

STOLEN PROPERTY RECOVERED.
Harrisburg, Pa., August 28.—More
than $82,00(1 worth of stolen property
was recovered and returned to the
citizens of the State by the Depart
ment of State Police during July, ac
cording to a statement issued here
today by Major Lynn G. Adams, the
superintendent. The amount is far in
excess of any previous month this
year.
Stolen motor cars, valued at $49,655, were recovered from automobile
bandits; live stock worth $375 was re
gained, and jewelry to the extent of
$1281 was taken from thieves. Con-“
srderable qther miscellaneous material
that had been stolen was picked up
by the troopers of the five troops.
' They arrested 1,032 persons for var
ious offenses, 755 of whom were
whites of American birth. The other
individuals were negroes and foreign
ers. Caught in the police net during
July were 988 males and 44 women.
• Violators of the State’s automobile
laws formed the largest group of of
fenders arrested last month by the
police, 352 of them being picked up.
Fifteen were arrested for murder, 74
Pity, forbearance, long-suffering, for larceny, 8 for arson, and 419 for
fair interpretation, excusing our miscellaneous petty misdemeanors.
brother and taking in the best sense
and passing the gentlest sentence are
I cannot deny the oft-repeatod
certainly our duty, and he that does charge of being young. Youth is an
Knowledge once gained casts a light
not so is an unjust person".—J. Henry unearned possession of which I am beyond its own immediate boundaries.
Taylor.
rathçr glad.—Victor Grayson, M. P. —Tyndall.

Clothing. Prices

W. E. Wireback

W. M. Frantz

COMMUNITY ASSETS

You buy these suits for less than we’ll pay for

No community will ever be greater than its educational
facilities.
$
Private schools for completing an education • are as
necessary to a community as are Public Elementary and
High Schools.
You have in your community a modern and thoroughly
established private educational institution—the

equally good values at wholesale this fall.

$45 men’s

SH O RTH AND

$29.50.

and

silk

suits

SAVE $8.00

SAVE $15.50

A N D S E C R E T A R IA L

mohair

at $14.50.

j

GROjJP NO. 3

C O U R SE S

$60*and $65 men’s and

Day sessions begin September 7, 1920 \
Night school, September 13, 1920

young r men’s.

Catalogue mailed upon request

Park

suits

Fashion

at $49.50.

' SAVE $ 15.50

L A N SH A LE SCHOOL o f B U S IN E SS
f ir s t

All $22.50 palm beach

and young

men’s all wool suits at

where you can be fully prepared for a business career.
B U S IN E S S ,

GROUP NO. 2

GROUP NO. I

L A N S D A L E SCHOOL o f B U S IN E SS

All Fabrics

Na t io n a l b a n £ b u i l d i n g , l a n s d a l e

Telephone-=■I.ansdale 328

All Styles

All Patterns

All Sizes

SALE OF BOVS’ SCHOOL SHITS A T .
$8.50,

$10,

$12.50

It isn’t to be expected that a live wire
institution like this could sit ¿round the
cracker barrel and whittle this week’s offer
ing of real honest-to-goodnessi school suits
at a saving to you of $1.50 to $2.50 on each
suit at $8.50, $10, and $12.50.

IN C R E A S E
IN

ELECTRIC RATES

Stockings, caps, knee pants, everything a boy
needs to start school looking spick and span.

We have filed with the Public Service Cornmission a new schedule of electric rates for consumers

WEITZENKORN’S

in our territory to become effective

September 26, .1920

Pottstown, Pa.
NO CAR FARE RAID DURING SALE

Under the new rates the cost for current to the

4

ordinary «domestic consumer will be increased 1 cent
per kilowatt hour, or from 10 cents to 11 cents; busi*
ness places and certain classes of industrial consumers will be affected to a somewhat larger degree.

NYCE’S SPRING SHOES !

Notices are being mailed to all consumers con*

NATIOHAL BANK

wishes to inspect them, and we will be glad to go over
them with you and explain any points which you wish

SA M U EL R E A

A NECESSARY STEP

Come and take a look at Nyce’s Spring Foot Wear :
Ladies’ Tati Oxfords, medium heel and narrow toe. Ladies’ Dull
and Patent Pumps, high and low heel. »Ladies’ Kid Oxfords, for\the
middle-aged person» with good heels and toe^, "and Nurse Oxfords.
Young men, I have for you Tan and Black English Shoes and Low
Shoes. Also the Broader Toe in Tan and Black Shoes and Low Shoes_.

explained.

Remember, Ladies and Gentlemen, my prices are always right.

President of thq great Penn
sylvania Railroad, was origin
ally an engineer. From engi
neer to Railroad President is a
long jump ; but you, too, can
succeed in life if you will bank
your money. Begin yqur In
terest Account here—no matter
how small the start. Even a
$1.00 start is better than none.

In oUr business the increases in costs of elements
entering into the making and distributing of electric*

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK

mately $7.50 and will be considerably higher when the

■We pay 3 per ^ n t. interest in our
Savings Department o r’Certificates of
Deposit. 3% per cent, if left one year.

new freight rates go into effect.

H. L. NYCE.

The decision to increase aur rates was forced

12 EAST MAIN STREET,

upon us by conditions beyond our control.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

*

ity have been anywhere from SO to 200 per cent.
The tAn of coal which we were able to buy for
$2.85 gross ton in 1915 is now costing us approxi

Labor, taxes, oil, wire, poles, and other things
needed in our business have been subject to radical
advances.

THE PERKIOMEN

In the history of our business the rule has been
reductions, not increases, in rates. Whenever im

ORCHARDS
,/

|
(Grange Avenue

otherwise called Esther Hunsicker, late
of Upper Providence township, Mont
gomery county, deceased. Letters testa
NEAR EAGLEVILLE
mentary on the above estate having been
granted to the undersigned, all persons
indebted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those
having legal claims to present the same HAND SORTED, GRADED
without delay to
W H ITE AND YELLO W
HANNAH M. A. DONTERE,
AMY ASHENFELTER,
Royersford, R. D. No. 1
Or their attorney, E. L. Hallman, Nor
ristown, Pa.
7-22

IN -

taining the new rates in detail. These rates are also
displayed in our office for convenience of anyone who

COLLEGEVILLE

ESTATE NOTICE. — Estate of Mat

BIG CUT

Free-Stone '

PEACHES
Daily Sales of ‘'Specks” at the
Orchards.
8-19-tf

THE CIDER MILLS
AT THE COLLEGEVILLE MILLS
will be in operation

proved equipment, labor saving devices, operating
efficiency, economy in purchasing of materials and
expansion of our business have made it possible, we
have made voluntary reductions—the last decrease in
rates— a very substantial one— was made in 1913.
While other public service companies generally
were increasing rates, due to war conditions, we
struggled along, making every effort, by economical ■
and careful operation, to stave off an increase.

We

hoped, as everyone hoped, that prices would drop fol
lowing the signing of the armistice. But they did not.
They kept on increasing and the ends seems not in

M a in S treet, C o lle g e v ille , P a.

sight.

Counties Gas &Electric Co.
NORRISTOWN

CONSHOHOCKEN

j

■
• ""

. fj

.

i

9

TROOPER GARAGE
YOST’S GARAGE
GUS NEIFFER
Trooper, Pa.
Collegeville, Pa.
Limerick, Pa.
WM. HARTENBAUER, Zieglersville, Pa

L a d ie s ’ a n d M en ’s

m HOSE— SPECIAL VALUES

Every Tuesday and Thursday
/Y

Collegeville Tire & Rubber Co.

V

Throughout the Season.

e x t r a f in e q u a l it y . .
’Phone 1136'
Open Evenings
Philadelphia Market Report.
Full line of Ladies’ Children’s and
Wheat
...............
$2.60 to $2.75
All Makes — Bought — Sold — Repaired.
Corn .........................
$1.70 to $1.75
Men’s Furnishings and Shoes.
Rebuilding Our Specialty.
Oats ...................... .
80c. to 82c.
Baled h a y .................... $18.00 to $32\00
Bran, per t o n ..........$52.00 to $53.50
(Saylor Building)
S te e rs........................... $13.00 to $15.00
Fat c o w s ................. $10.00 to $11.00
Sheep andlamb . . . .
$2.50 to $19.50 Main Street, Collegeville
Our goods are guaranteed. Prices low.
Hogs ....................... $14.50 to $18.00
Good
work,
prompt
service,
reason
Live p o u ltry ..............
23c. to 40c.
TONY De ANGELES
Dressed poultry . . . .
26c. to 47c. able prices.
Butter .. ..................
39c. to 68c. 8-5
N.-S. SCHONBERGER.
Collegeville, Pa.
E g g s .........................
45c. to 69c.

Fresh Fruit Every Day!

The Norristown Typewriter Co.

“So you think you are becoming'
near-sighted, do you?” said the opti
cian. “Yes, I do,” replied the tired
business man. “What makes you
think so?” “Because I can’t see a
dollar go nearly as far as I used to.”
—Yonkers Statesman.

“Don’t you miss a man about the
215 East Main St., Norristown, Pa.
house?” “Why should I? The stove
is smoking and the parrot is swear
The truly generous is truly wise,
ing.”—Baltimore American.
and he who loves not others lives unPeace, and plenty breed cowards; blest.—House.
Fame sometimes hath created some
hardness ever of hardiness is the
thing out of nothing.—Fuller.
mother.—Shakespeare.

We have'"more power than will; and
it is often by way of excuse to our
selves that we fancy things are im
possible.—Rochefoucauld.
In adversity it is easy to despise
life; the truly brave man is he who
can endure to be miserable.—Martial.

More Headaches
than with m edicine. This Is a very simple
rem edy but effective. Come and see me.

A. B. PARKER, O p to m e trist
aio DeKalb St., NORRISTOWN, Pa.

I. K . R X

t

NTSS

PIANO AND ORGAN TUNING
AND REPAIRING

1552 Powell St.

Norristown, Pa

“You say you can give me an in
stance where a cause produces ex
actly the opposite effect.” “I can.”
“Name it.” “Rich» food and poor
health.”—Boston Transcript.

